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Introduction
Social justice is an inherent part of the
UTS DNA.
At UTS, we believe that universities
exist as public purpose institutions,
with responsibilities to the communities
we serve, both local and global.
Our past social justice reports evidence
exceptional examples of personal and
collaborative practice in this space. The
work of UTS’s Equity and Diversity Unit
and the case studies shared within show
how the organisation, its partners, staff
and students have worked hand-inhand to enhance social impact within
and beyond the boundaries of UTS.
In this respect, 2016 is no exception.
We continue to use our strengths to
benefit the communities of which we are
part. What has shifted for us is a new
determination to enhance and scale
our contribution in the social space.
This year, therefore, marks the
commencement of a journey towards
this ambition. We are in the process of
developing a Social Impact Framework
to demonstrate the collective impact
UTS currently make in society, and to
guide our efforts in the future. Fuelled by
our historic focus on social justice, the
framework will act as a foundation for
enhanced practice. Importantly, it will also
enable UTS to multiply its impact through
the identification of new opportunities.

The development of the framework,
informed by participatory processes,
has involved over 130 representatives
from across UTS. Students, academics
and professional staff have actively
contributed to it through a number of
advisory, working and steering groups.
Alongside our internal efforts, we
have also reached out to our external
partners to ensure that our emerging
position is responsive and appropriate.
Ongoing internal and external
conversations will continue to play
an important role in the formation of
the framework. It is in this light that,
amidst the process of its development,
we share what is emerging through
this report and use it to frame the
stories of existing efforts at UTS.
The final framework, informed by the
ongoing dialogue, will no doubt differ
from the version shared with you here.
We invite your input and seek your
support in shaping the guiding framework
that will inform UTS’s social impact.
Last, thank you to the team who has
worked so hard to put together the UTS
Social Justice Report 2016, and especially
to the staff, students and community
partners whose work is celebrated within
these pages. Your work is truly inspiring.

Verity Firth
Executive Director Social Justice
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Verity Firth. Photo by Victoria Baldwin

THE SOCIAL IMPACT
FRAMEWORK

Changemakers

At the heart of the Social Impact
Framework is our shared vision
for UTS’s role as a public purpose
institution. Informed by the voice of our
community, the framework sees UTS
acting as an agent for social change,
transforming communities through
research, education and practice.

As a public purpose institution that
generates new knowledge, develops
capacity and has a footprint in its local
and global community, UTS has a
responsibility and a desire to act for
positive social change. Through our core
areas of practice, we seek to contribute
to increased public good and increased
social mobility and equity; and we seek
to support the creation of enabling
environments for communities to thrive.
We believe that by positively influencing
and enabling the public, the individual
and the systemic forces that impact
justice, UTS can contribute to a healthy,
sustainable and socially just society.
Through a collective effort, we have
developed our initial theory for how this
desired vision for UTS can become a
reality. The draft framework that has
emerged as a result of these deliberations
identifies three areas of concurrent
focus: six domains of change, key
external influences, and trust and social
capital as the foundation for enabling
significant change in communities.

Six domains of change
For UTS to be an agent for social
change, transforming communities
through research, education and
practice, we need to see:
1. Increased numbers of equity target
groups successfully completing a
higher education degree at UTS
2. Students having the agency to enact
personal and social responsibility
3. Staff being supported to
maximise their social impact
4. Targeted research, teaching
and program outcomes having
social impact and actively
contributing to communities
5. UTS being an advocate, critical voice
and thought leader on issues that
concern and impact communities
6. UTS business operations
and strategies reflecting
a long-term, independent
commitment to social impact.

Advisory group members uncovering social impact best practice at UTS. Photo supplied
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THE SOCIAL IMPACT FRAMEWORK

External influences

Social capital and trust

The framework recognises that UTS
operates in a broad context and is
impacted by local and global forces.
Amongst the many influencing
factors, three key areas are identified
as significant considerations:

> Media representations.

Social change does not happen in
isolation. Meaningful relationships,
strengthened by mutual trust and
respect, are essential preconditions to
the transformational change to which
UTS seeks to contribute. A final area of
significant importance, therefore, is UTS’s
social capital both within the organisation,
and in terms of the relationship it holds
with the communities of which it is part.

Although all six domains of change
interplay with these external influences,
UTS’s role as an advocate holds a
position that can more readily engage
with external influences to ensure
that key decisions support the public
purpose role of universities.

Social capital, built on trust, is the
necessary foundation for the six domains
of change identified. Holding longstanding
relationships will also mean that alumni,
partners and stakeholders will be willing
to act, through and with UTS, towards
greater impact for communities.

> Government policies and practices;
> International frameworks; and

We are only part way through the journey.
Once developed, the framework will
allow us to map our contributions and
give strategic focus to our work. This
process is reflected in the structure of
this report, where we begin sharing what
we do, and what we achieve, in relation
to the identified domains of change. The
framework will further guide the UTS
social impact strategy into the future.

International frameworks
Media

Government policies and practices

A HEALTHY, SUSTAINABLE AND
External influences

SOCIALLY JUST SOCIETY

INCREASED CONTRIBUTION TO

INCREASED SOCIAL MOBILITY AND

ENABLING ENVIRONMENT FOR

PUBLIC GOOD

EQUITY

COMMUNITIES TO THRIVE

Accountability ceiling

UTS IS AN AGENT FOR SOCIAL CHANGE,
TRANSFORMING COMMUNITIES THROUGH RESEARCH, EDUCATION AND PRACTICE

1. Increased number of
equity target groups
successfully complete
a higher education
degree at UTS

4. Targeted research,
2. Students have
the agency to enact
personal and social
responsibility

3. Staff are supported
to maximise their social
impact

teaching and program
outcomes have
social impact and
actively contribute to
communities

5. UTS is an advocate,
critical voice and
thought leader on issues
that concern and impact
communities

Alumni and p
partners are willing
g to act through
g and with UTS

UTS has the social capital and is trusted to bring about social change

Leadership and the culture at UTS is inclusive and supports the public purpose role of the university
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6. UTS business
operations and
strategies reflect a
long-term independent
commitment to social
impact

HIGHLIGHTS AND
ACHIEVEMENTS
> The award-winning UTS Shopfront
celebrated 20 years in 2016. Since
its inception in 1996, Shopfront has
driven more than 1000 projects with
800 community organisations, and
has become one of the university’s key
programs championing social justice
and the scholarship of community
engagement.
> Professor Michael McDaniel was
appointed as UTS’s inaugural Pro-ViceChancellor (Indigenous Leadership
and Engagement). This new, senior
role re-emphasises our commitment
to placing Indigenous education
and engagement at the heart of the
university’s identity.
> UTS became the
first Australian
university to sign the
Mindful Employer
Charter. Endorsed by
SANE Australia, the
charter is a voluntary
agreement to foster
good mental health in the workplace.

Vicki Sara at January’s Summer School graduation. Photo by JK Photography

> We farewelled Professor Vicki Sara AO who retired as UTS Chancellor in 2016.
Professor Sara has been a strong advocate for UTS’s U@Uni Summer School program
building aspiration in low-SES students since its beginnings in 2009. Catherine
Livingstone AO commenced as the new UTS Chancellor in December 2016. We also
welcomed Professor Andrew Parfitt in December, who took over the role of Provost
and Senior Vice-President from Professor Peter Booth in February 2017.

2016 KEY STATISTICS
> Participation of low socio-economic
students at UTS has increased by
52% from 2010 (1826 students) to
2016 (2776).
> Indigenous undergraduate student
success rates have improved by 16%
since 2010.
> The number of Indigenous HDR
students has increased by 214%
since the introduction of UTS’s
whole-of-university Indigenous
Education Strategy in 2011.

> The number of senior academic
women continues to increase, now
making up almost a third of UTS
academic staff at Levels D and E
(35.1% at Level D and 32% at
Level E).
> The university reduced electricity,
gas and water consumption from
2015 by 5.9%, 13% and 5.2%
respectively.
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HIGHLIGHTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
Diversity Week

Diversity Week
Valuing diversity and inclusivity saw
the establishment of UTS Diversity
Week in 2015. In 2016, the week of
events delved into issues around
mental health, gender binary, disability
and immigration detention, and
highlighted the varied texture and
fabric of our university community.
batyr UTS invited students to help
dismantle the stigma around mental
health with a sharing of personal
stories and strategies to help mental
wellbeing, while a public screening of
the controversial documentary Chasing
Asylum featured never-before-seen
footage from inside Australia’s offshore
detention camps. The screening,
held in conjunction with Amnesty
UTS, also raised money for Gifts
For Manus and Nauru Incorporated
who send parcels of much-needed
items to those living in detention.

Racism Stops at UTS collaborated with
the UTS Society of Communications
student club and the UTS Students’
Association to raise awareness of
this national initiative that empowers
Australians to stand up to racism. In
a powerful video for campus screens
and social media, Vice-Chancellor
Professor Attila Brungs stated UTS’s zero
tolerance for racism on campus. Staff
and students joined the Vice-Chancellor
on the front steps of the Tower building
for ‘the BIG photo,’ publically highlighting
the university’s commitment to the
cause. These efforts saw UTS awarded
August Supporters of the Month by the
Australian Human Rights Commission.
The Tower Concourse was taken
over by UTS Amnesty, UTS Women’s
Collective, UTS Queer Collective and
the Indigenous Literacy Foundation
Great Book Swap for the Social Justice
Markets, while lunchtime talk, Beyond
Binary – Recognising Gender Identity,
explored activist Norrie May-Welby’s
journey for legal recognition of people
who are neither male or female.
Wheelchair quidditch and a guided tour
of UTS’s Indigenous art collection were
also on offer to staff and students.

The highlight of the week was the biennial
UTS Human Rights Awards. National
Mental Health Commissioner Professor
Pat Dudgeon was keynote speaker
for the awards, which celebrated the
contributions of UTS staff and students
advancing social justice. Professor
Dudgeon reflected on the need for strong
leadership and culturally-appropriate
programs and services in Indigenous
communities, including esteem-building
opportunities around employment and
education. “You can’t be wrong if you’re
right,” she said. “You don’t stop fighting
for justice simply because those around
you don’t like it. Just keep on fighting.”
Race Discrimination Commissioner
Dr Tim Soutphommasane, a former
guest speaker at the 2014 awards,
returned as a selection panel member
in 2016; his participation strengthens
UTS’s ongoing relationship with the
Australian Human Rights Commission.
For a complete list of award recipients,
please see page 6.

Pat Dudgeon.
Photo by Encapture Photography

The BIG photo with the VC. Photo by Katia Sanfilippo

Social Justice Markets. Photo supplied
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HIGHLIGHTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS
UTS Human Rights Awards

2016 UTS Human Rights Award recipients
Vice-Chancellor’s Social
Justice/Human Rights Award
for Staff
UTS Shopfront:
For 20 years of commitment to developing
student citizenship, building capacity in
community organisations and facilitating
university-community engagement.

Jo Wilton Memorial Award
for Women
Lucy Fiske:
For her significant contribution to
research in transitional justice for women
affected by violence in northern Uganda,
Kenya and Democratic Republic of Congo.

Elizabeth Hastings
Memorial Award for Student
Contribution
Sayed Rahmatullah Hussainizada:
For his dedication to building the
capacity of people from multicultural and
disadvantaged backgrounds to participate
in a vibrant and connected Australia.

UTS Reconciliation Award
Craig Longman and Larissa Behrendt:
For Fred Maynard: Aboriginal Patriot, a
film recounting the significant history of
Australia’s first large-scale Aboriginal
rights movement.

UTS Social Inclusion Award
Daisy Amanaki:
For the Cook Islands Furniture Project,
a grass-roots initiative that supplies
donated UTS classroom furniture and
equipment to schools in the Cook Islands.

UTS Ally Award Celebrating
and Supporting Sexual and
Gender Diversity

UTS Creative Media Social
Justice Award (joint recipients)
Jonty De Klerk, Lu Wang, Siqi Liu,
Kenny Mak and Alysse Curran:
For Our War on Women, a powerful
animation highlighting the distress of
refugees and asylum seekers in detention
camps.
Thomas Ricciardiello, Tania Andriasian,
Sophia Lau, Elle McCalman and
Vincent Salinos:
For 21 years of Sailors with DisABILITIES:
Sailing into Social Change, a digital
archive inspiring optimism and redefining
possibilities for people with disabilities.

Claire Pettigrew:
For her leadership, commitment and
dedication to Camp Out, a space for
LGBTIQ+ young people to safely share
knowledge, experiences and support, and
effect change.

2016 award recipients. Photos by Encapture Photography
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UTS OPERATIONS
AND STRATEGIES
UTS’s investment in the Social Impact
Framework reflects the organisation’s
long-term commitment to its public
purpose role. The critical part UTS
plays in bringing about social change
is reflected in its operations.
UTS strives to embed inclusivity,
sustainability and accessibility as
part of its business and employment
practices. This section of the report
shares some organisational initiatives
in this space that work to enable
UTS, and the people connected to
it, to bring about social change.

The 17 Sustainable Development Goals are, 1:
No poverty. 2: zero hunger. 3: good health and
wellbeing. 4: quality education. 5: gender
equality. 6: clean water and sanitation. 7:
affordable and clean energy. 8: decent work and
economic growth. 9: industry innovation and
infrastructure. 10: reduced inequalitiets. 11:
sustainable cities and communities. 12:
responsible consumption ad production. 13:
climate action. 14: life below water. 15: life on
linad. 16: peace, justice and strong institutions.
17: partnerships for the goals.

University Commitment to the
Sustainable Development Goals
In September, UTS was one of the first Australian universities to sign a landmark
University Commitment to the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
The 17 SDGs, adopted last year by all countries at the United Nations Sustainable
Development Summit, came into effect on 1 January 2016. They aim to make our world
more prosperous, inclusive and sustainable, and include goals for health, education,
gender equality, jobs, climate change, the environment and justice. The goals apply
to all countries, including Australia, and will guide global development to 2030.
In signing the university commitment, UTS has agreed to help advance the SDGs
by utilising its research and education resources, and to ensure our campus
and programs are environmentally sustainable and socially inclusive.
The University of Adelaide, the University of Melbourne, Monash University
and James Cook University were also signatories to the commitment. The UN
Sustainable Development Solutions Network (SDSN) – Australia/Pacific announced
the commitment at the Australian SDGs Summit in Sydney on 7 September 2016
to 150 decision makers from government, business, civil society and academia.
Universities have a critical role to play in achieving the SDGs. Through teaching
they equip the next generation of leaders, innovators and decision makers with the
knowledge and skills to address sustainable development challenges. Through
research and technical expertise they are at the forefront of developing practical
solutions to the social, economic and environmental challenges of the SDGs.
Finally, by supporting the goals through their own operations, governance and
community leadership, universities can set an example to other sectors.
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UTS OPERATIONS AND STRATEGIES

Indigenous engagement
Indigenous education is not only about creating opportunities for Indigenous people; it’s
equally about creating opportunities for all Australians to gain a deeper understanding
of Indigenous Australia. It’s about taking us all into the future; it’s about nation building.
In 2016, UTS appointed Professor Michael McDaniel as the university’s inaugural
Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Indigenous Leadership and Engagement). This new
senior role re-emphasises the university’s commitment to placing Indigenous
education and engagement at the heart of the university’s identity.
For over five years now, UTS has adopted a whole-of-university approach to promoting
Indigenous education and employment. Our Indigenous Education and Employment
Policy aligns UTS’s Indigenous initiatives with national Indigenous higher education
priorities, as well as international principles relating to Indigenous peoples.
Improving outcomes for Indigenous Australians is everyone’s responsibility. The targets
in our Indigenous Education Strategy and Wingara Indigenous Employment Strategy
keep us focused and accountable, and we commit to including Indigenous perspectives
and Indigenous considerations in all major strategic plans, both at an organisational
and local level. Read more about Indigenous engagement at UTS on page 13.

Responsible Investment
Framework
In November, UTS Council approved a move for our investment fund manager,
TCorp, to integrate environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors into their
investment processes. This new investment approach takes into account ESG factors
that may impact on risk and opportunities, and aims to apply good governance
principles to entities in which TCorp invests. It also align our investments with the
UTS Sustainability Policy and the UN Principles for Responsible Investment.
UTS will work closely with TCorp to monitor and ensure their commitments
are being met. In addition, we will continue to evaluate options for further,
or alternative, investments that may effectively meet our responsible
investment objectives. This includes continuing to review our options
to allow our donors to invest in specifically designated funds.
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Michael McDaniel.
Photo by Hannah Jenkins

UTS OPERATIONS AND STRATEGIES
Gender equity

Gender equity
UTS’s gender equality initiatives demonstrate the university’s commitment to
removing systemic barriers to full representation of women across the university.
The Workplace Gender Equality Agency (WGEA) again recognised UTS for its
longstanding efforts to achieve gender equality in the workplace. We are one
of nine Australian universities who met the high standards required to receive
the Employer of Choice for Gender Equality citation in 2016. The university has
been continuously recognised for its best practice initiatives since 2001.
The university now has three major gender equity programs in place:
the Research Equity Initiative (REI), which targets gender equality in
research; Women@UTS, a networking and community-building program for
professional and academic women at all levels; and the newly-established
Science and Gender Equity (SAGE) Athena SWAN national pilot.

UTS: Equal Futures
The SAGE pilot of the Athena SWAN
Charter in Australia aims to improve
gender equity and gender diversity
in Australian science, technology,
engineering, mathematics and medicine
(STEMM). UTS is participating in the first
cohort of this pilot, working to achieve an
Athena SWAN Bronze Award.
In 2016, the UTS Athena SWAN SelfAssessment Team (SAT), a cross-faculty
taskforce of gender equity champions,
was established. The SAT, led by Assistant
Deputy Vice Chancellor (Research)
Distinguished Professor Elizabeth
Sullivan, is the key vehicle for identifying
and addressing entrenched gender equity

issues in STEMM, and promoting crossdiscipline collaboration on tackling gender
inequities identified in the 2015 REI Report.
Pilot participants include the Faculty of
Science, Faculty of Health, Faculty of
Engineering and Information Technology;
the Graduate School of Health; and the
School of Architecture. Faculties have
begun to set up specialised equity and
diversity committees to drive Athena
SWAN interventions at this local level.
2016 also saw the appointment of
key project staff and initial analysis
of key data around gender equity and
workforce diversity at UTS related to
gender representation and visibility,
recruitment, retention and promotion,
and local workplace culture.

The Athena SWAN Roadshow visited
STEMM areas across UTS to discuss
the data and implications, and a
communications project group worked
to develop visibility and community
recognition under the Equal Futures
name. A program of capacity building was
put in place for SAT members to build
expertise as gender equity champions
through participation in regional
and national SAGE events, including
conferences and community-of-practice
workshops. UTS representatives also
attended local, national and regional
Athena SWAN activities.

SAT leader Elizabeth Sullivan at a Women in STEMM panel event. Photo supplied
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UTS OPERATIONS AND STRATEGIES
Gender equity

Research Equity Initiative
The establishment of the SAGE Athena
SWAN pilot complemented activity
that took place under the Research
Equity Initiative (REI) in 2016.
Gender-inclusive recruitment strategies
After identifying barriers to gender
equity in academic recruitment and
workforce planning, the Equity and
Diversity Unit, the Human Resources
Unit and the Faculty of Science piloted
gender-inclusive recruitment strategies
for new appointments. This included
bias-free recruitment training for
staff on selection committees. Senior
leaders across UTS also participated in
professional development workshops
that explored unconscious bias.
UTS consciously works to increase
underrepresentation of academic women
in senior leadership positions; as a result
five out of eight UTS Deans are female.
Grants, support and training
The REI offered two rounds of funding
in 2016 to cover the extra costs involved
in presenting at conferences for
academics with carer responsibilities.
The initiative also funded six
Research Re-establishments Grants
to reduce the impact of extended
periods of caring responsibilities on
academic researchers’ careers.
The competitive UTS Research
Equity Fellowship was awarded to
Dr Gabrielle Carey from the Faculty
of Arts and Social Sciences.
A new cohort of women completed
the Leadership for Academic Women
program. Participants explore
gender-based issues around decisionmaking and leadership in a higher
education context. They build lasting
relationships in an active network, and
are also offered individual coaching
sessions following the program.

Showcasing STEMM women
In February, the Faculty of Science, in
collaboration with the Equity and Diversity
Unit, hosted two international Athena
SWAN visitors. Professor Hilary LappinScott (Swansea University) and Pamela
Milne (Dundee University) shared their
insights into the success of the program
in the United Kingdom.
As part of National Science Week, UTS
Library held a Women in Forensic Science
exhibition featuring the interactive work of
leading postgraduate female researchers.
UTS Library also held a Women in STEMM
Expo and a Celebrating Women in Science
panel discussion. A public UTSpeaks event
Soaring in the Sciences was also held, with
Professor Fiona Brooks, Dr Nicky Ison and
Postdoctoral Fellow Laura McCaughey
discussing their career paths.
The Research and Innovation Office
encourages and assists eligible UTS
women researchers to apply for internal
and external awards to build their profiles.
UTS women researchers have become
increasingly visible as nominees, finalists
and winners of the Vice-Chancellor’s
Awards for Research Excellence; in
2016, they represented over half of the
successful awardees.

UTS women who received national
recognition for their research in 2016:
> Professors Jane Hall (business)
and Patricia Davidson (health) were
recognised as Women of Influence in
the 2016 Australian Financial Review’s
100 Women of Influence Awards.
> Professor Davidson was also the
recipient of a 2016 Australian
Museum’s Eureka Prize for
Outstanding Mentor of Young
Researchers.
> Professor Shari Forbes (science)
was named as one of the world’s
top 50 most influential women in the
analytical sciences.
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Mike Ford and Willa Huston with Hilary
Lappin-Scott (centre). Photo supplied

Women in Forensic Science exhibition.
Photo by Jackson Mann

> Dr Dana Cordell (Institute for
Sustainable Futures) won the 2016
Advance Global Australia Award.
> Professors Liz Harry (science) and
Mary-Anne Williams (engineering and
IT) were recognised in SBS’s 2016
List of Impressive Aussie Women
Scientists.
> Associate Professor Gillian Leahy and
Senior Lecture Margot Nash (arts and
social sciences) received Australian
Writers’ Guild awards.
> Professor Elizabeth Sullivan,
Professor Rosalie Viney and Professor
Caroline Homer (health) have been
appointed to National Health and
Medical Research committees.

UTS OPERATIONS AND STRATEGIES

Women@UTS

Accessibility and inclusion

The UTS Strategic Plan 2009–2018 has
a KPI for representation of academic
women in senior positions. Women
currently account for 36 per cent of
all associate professors and 32 per
cent of professors. The Women@UTS
program coordinates specific mentoring
and workshops to support women
applying for promotion to Associate
Professor and Professor levels.

UTS became the first Australian university
to sign the Mindful Employer Charter
in 2016. Endorsed by SANE Australia,
the charter — a statement of broad
principles that employers work towards
— is a voluntary agreement by Australian
employers who care about improving
mental health in the workplace.

Women@UTS sponsors the popular
Career Pathways for Women program
for professional staff. In 2016, a new
Career Pathways workshop for women
was developed and offered to women
working in senior roles (HEW 8 and
above). Key outcomes from these
workshops include improved awareness
of promotion, career and development
opportunities, and knowledge of the
resources and leadership tools available
at UTS. Networking with other women
across the university is also encouraged
and supported through the program.

The UTS Access and Inclusion Plan
2015–2019 aims to celebrate the value
and contributions of people with disability
at UTS. EDU provided a suite of regular
training options for UTS staff, as well as
a tailored approach for individual areas
and responsibilities of the university.
New staff training was developed in line
with the plan’s goals, with an emphasis
on inclusion of staff and students with
disability. The new programs include:
Ability Awareness; Unconscious Bias;
Mental Health Awareness; Breaking
the Binary; and Mental Health for
Supervisors (providing support to staff).
UTS’s partnership with JobAccess in
association with the National Disability
Recruitment Coordinator has moved into
the second phase, with a focus on sharing
good practice with other employers.

An event was hosted with JobAccess
in November. The Managing Mental
Health at Work interactive workshop
explored issues around managing
employees with mental health
conditions and what represents good
practice in today’s workplace.
The Alternative Formats Service,
produced by UTS Library in partnership
with the Accessibility Service (previously
the Special Needs Unit) provides
accessible course materials to students
with access requirements. UTS Library’s
assistive technologies rooms were also
upgraded with multimedia computers,
adjustable desks, monitors, and new
software and scanning technologies.
Online tutorials have been introduced
to the UTS Library website to help
those unable to attend workshops or
need help learning in different ways.
Inclusive education is an important
aspect of UTS’s commitment to overall
accessibility. Science researchers Jorge
Reyna, Dr. Yvonne Davila and Associate
Professor Peter Meier won most
outstanding paper prize at the EdMedia
World Conference 2016 for Enhancing
the Flipped Classroom Experience with the
Aid of Inclusive Design, which discusses
the integration of inclusive design into
flipped classroom interventions.

Executive Director and CEO of The Australian Museum Kim McKay at a
Women@UTS event for International Women’s Day. Photo by Katia Sanfilippo
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Sexuality, gender and
bodily diversity
The lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender,
intersex and queer (LGBTIQ+)
profile at UTS grew in 2016 as UTS
continued to strengthen its inclusive
and safe environment for all LGBTIQ+
staff and students. UTS became a
member of Pride in Diversity, the
organisation responsible for the
annual publication of the Australian
Workplace Equality Index, Australia’s
national benchmarking instrument
for LGBTIQ+ workplace inclusion.
More than 200 UTS staff completed the
new Breaking the Binary awareness
session in 2016, with members of the
UTS Ally Program also undertaking
the training. This network of staff
fosters a culture of support and
inclusion for members of UTS’s LGBTIQ
community. Fifteen staff members
joined the Ally program this year.
In August, the Equity and Diversity Unit
hosted a purple-themed bake sale to
celebrate Wear it Purple Day. The sale
raised $1000 for Camp Out, a grass-roots
collective who organise an annual camp
for LGBTIQ+ young people. In October,
Morgan Carpenter from Organisation
Intersex International Australia once again
spoke at UTS for Intersex Awareness Day.

Respect.Now.Always

UTS Library

UTS joined a nationwide campaign to raise
awareness that sexual assault and all
forms of harassment are unacceptable,
and review the effectiveness of UTS
policies, responses and support to
ensure they meet best practice.

UTS Library partnered with various units,
faculties and initiatives in 2016 to support
the work of staff and students undertaking
research, community engagement and
advocacy on social justice issues. These
included a Legal Responses to Domestic
Violence talk with the Faculty of Law; the
annual Green Week Debate, held with the
Faculty of Science and the UTS Debating
Society; and the 25 Years of Reconciliation
– Where Are We Now? panel discussion
held during National Reconciliation
Week and hosted with Amnesty UTS.

Launched by peak body Universities
Australia, Respect.Now.Always is a
platform to ensure students and staff
are safe from sexual assault and
sexual harassment. The campaign
builds on longstanding work by UTS to
ensure students and staff are treated
fairly and can study and work in an
environment free from discrimination,
harassment and victimisation.
The UTS SHOUTS program – Sex-based
Harassment, discrimination and bullying
Out of UTS – has been running for a
number of years, while a two-day training
program around being an active and
ethical bystander was again delivered
by the Equity and Diversity Unit and the
UTS Counselling Unit for students living
in student housing. This training aims to
give students the confidence and skills
to speak up or act when they see or hear
something of concern, particularly in
relation to discrimination or harassment.

Wear it Purple Day bake sale. Photo by Verity Firth
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As part of the UTS Library’s Food for
Fines initiative, students and staff can
donate non-perishable food items
to take $3 off their library fines. All
proceeds are donated to Mission
Australia for distribution among people
who are homeless, unemployed or
living in poverty. 2016 saw the greatest
number of donations yet, with many
donations from students and staff
who had not incurred any fines.
UTS Library provides free access and
borrowing privileges to high school
students participating in their Building
Connections Program. This program is
aimed at introducing UTS Library to
Indigneous high school and primary
school students attending Alexandria
Park, Casula High School, St Ignatius
Riverview, Tempe High School, Trinity
College and Ultimo Public School.

INDIGENOUS
ENGAGEMENT
At UTS, Indigenous engagement is
a whole-of-university responsibility
embedded across the institution’s
faculties, units and strategies.
Jumbunna Institute for Indigenous
Education and Research (Jumbunna)
plays a pivotal role in facilitating
equal access to higher education.
Outreach programs include visiting
schools and Indigenous communities
– both local and remote – to build
aspiration among young Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander people.

UTS recognises the additional challenges
Indigenous students face once they
get to university, and offers a range of
cost-covered accommodation options
and accommodation scholarships.
Jumbunna provides enrolled students
with extensive academic, social, and
cultural support programs to assist
them through all stages of their study.
Through its research unit, Jumbunna
also engages in high impact, high
profile research and advocacy that
is directly relevant to Indigenous
communities throughout Australia.
Jumbunna researchers engage with
government, the judiciary, Indigenous
communities and the general Australian
public with the aim of improving
outcomes for Indigenous people.

Photo by Anna Zhu
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Since the establishment of our first
Wingara Indigenous Employment
Strategy in 1993, UTS has consistently
promoted the recruitment and
professional development of Indigenous
staff. Under the present strategy,
UTS runs a number of programs
aimed at increasing Indigenous staff
participation – particularly in senior
leadership roles – and supporting the
professional development of existing
academic and professional staff.
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Building educational aspiration and attainment
UTS is a city campus with an Indigenous
heart. Jumbunna’s outreach and
engagement programs work to extend
this important sense of belonging and
community to prospective Indigenous
students, enabling them to build
long-lasting relationships with UTS.
Our outreach programs aim to
increase the numbers of Indigenous
students entering UTS by:
> raising the educational aspirations of
young Indigenous students, particularly
from Sydney, regional NSW and the ACT
> providing greater on-campus
experiences for high school students.

In 2016, Jumbunna made face-toface contact with approximately 1120
Indigenous primary and secondary
school students through school visits,
Indigenous and non-Indigenous careers
markets and fairs, and on-campus
experiences such as Galuwa and the
U@Uni Summer School program.
In addition, a further 1262 individuals
received information about UTS and
Jumbunna programs through other events
and targeted mail-outs and campaigns.
UTS and Jumbunna hosted or sponsored
a number of high profile Indigenous
outreach events over the year including:
> NSW Aboriginal Rugby League
Knockout: Jumbunna officially
sponsored and hosted a stall
at the Knockout, an event
attended by 30,000 people.
> ASX Thomson Reuters School Dinner:
150 students from Years 10-11 and 15
teachers attended this annual dinner for
NSW boarding school students to learn
more about Sydney-based universities.

> Steaming Ahead Forum: 35 high
school students attended this oncampus career and study workshop for
high-achieving Indigenous students.
> Aboriginal Students’ Day: 100
students attended this on-campus
experience, which embraces
cultural identity and promotes the
lifelong benefits of education.
> Debating challenges: 32 students
from Years 7-8 attended Yarn Up,
a public speaking program run
by the Department of Education,
while 42 students from Years
9-12 attended the Great Debate.
Jumbunna is the official higher
education partner for both events.
> Deadly Kids Doing Well Awards: 638
high school students, 38 teachers and
approximately 230 parents and careers
advisors attended these Department
of Education annual awards – held
at UTS – for Indigenous high school
students across a range of categories.

Jumbunna outreach activities. Photo by Kaleena Smith
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Galuwa
Galuwa programs are four- to five-day
on-campus learning and enrichment
experiences offered in three UTS faculties
in partnership with Jumbunna. Students
who require accommodation stay at
the National Centre for Indigenous
Excellence for the duration of the
program, with appropriate supervision.
In 2016, 70 students participated in
programs delivered by the faculties
of Engineering and IT, Health, and
Design, Architecture and Building.
The programs consistently receive
positive feedback from student
participants, teachers, parents, carers
and Aboriginal education officers, and
have a tangible impact on increasing
student awareness of university and
raising aspiration for further education.

Galuwa: Engineering and IT Experience
Twenty-two Indigenous students
undertook workshops and site
visits across the engineering and
information technology disciplines.
> Following participation in the
program, there was a 59%
increase in the proportion of
students knowing what course they
wanted to study at university.
> Nearly 60% of survey respondents
indicated an interest in studying
engineering or information
technology at UTS.
Galuwa: Health Experience
Sixteen Indigenous students from
Years 9–12 in high schools across
NSW attended workshops in sport and
exercise science, nursing and midwifery.
> Motivation to attend university
increased from 50% before the
program to 81% following the program.
> Nearly 70% indicated an interest in
studying a health-related degree at UTS.
“After yarning with one of the
lecturers, I know what subjects I have
to study to become a midwife.”

Galuwa: Design, Architecture and
Building Experience
Thirty-two Indigenous students (up
from 18 students in 2015) participated in
hands-on workshops based around the
visual communication and animation,
building and architecture disciplines.
> 88% of survey respondents said
the program had motivated them
to work harder and focus on
their studies, had helped them to
understand what university is really
like, and had given them confidence
to contribute positively to a team.
> Almost 90 per cent of students
indicated an interest in studying a
university design course at UTS.
> 75% of teachers also indicated that
they felt more comfortable advising
their students to consider university
study following the Galuwa experience.
“We are so happy to have been
involved and are very appreciative
of the support you are providing
our Indigenous students”
Aboriginal Education Officer,
western Sydney high school

Student participant of the Galuwa:
Health Experience

Kaleena Smith and Verity Firth with visiting Galuwa FEIT students. Photo supplied
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UTS ART Education
and Outreach program
UTS ART works in collaboration with
Jumbunna to create opportunities for UTS
staff, students, the external community
and school students to gain knowledge
of Indigenous Australians. UTS ART
engaged with over 160 students from
Years 3-10 over the course of the year.
Coordinator of the UTS ART Education
and Outreach program Alice McAuliffe
received a Commendation in the
2016 UTS Human Rights Awards
Reconciliation category. The award
recognised her contribution to raising
awareness of Indigenous culture
within the UTS community, and for
building aspiration in Indigenous high
school students through the UTS ART
Indigenous Engagement Strategy.

Iltja Ntjarra Many Hands artist
visit and masterclass
An important artwork, Yipirinya (Yeperenye)
– Caterpillar Dreaming (2016), was added
to the UTS Art Collection in 2016 and now
graces the wall of the Vice-Chancellor’s
Dining Room in the Chancellery. Artists
Mervyn Rubuntja and Reinhold Inkamala
presented their collaborative artwork
and spoke about their country and the
stories that inspire their art practice.
The 12-panel artwork also contains
contributions from artists Kevin Namatjira,
Lenie Namatjira and Gloria Pannka.
The visiting artists also held a
watercolour painting master class for
UTS health students. The inspiration
for the workshop was Indigenous artist
Vanessa Inkamala’s artwork Dialysis,
Homeless, Diabetes, another recent
addition to the UTS Art Collection.

As part of Indigenous Literacy Day, 62
Indigenous and non-Indigenous students
from local primary school Darlington
Public visited UTS. Held in collaboration
with Jumbunna and the UTS Library,
the event saw students participate in
Indigenous art tours, the Great Book
Swap, zine making and a dance and
didgeridoo workshop with Indigenous
artist and musician Walangari.

Educational tour for Darlington
Public School students. Photo supplied

Increased enrolment of
Indigenous students at UTS
The success of Jumbunna’s recruitment
and outreach program is demonstrated
by the increased number of applications
for study UTS received, as well as
increased enquiries about study.
In 2016, Jumbunna received 180
enquiries from Indigenous students,
the largest number to date. All
faculties across UTS showed an
increase in Indigenous enrolments.
The overall numbers of students
enrolled in undergraduate, postgraduate,
higher degree by research (HDR)
and enabling programs (Unistart and
UTS:INSEARCH) have improved by 14
per cent, from 264 students in 2011 to
300 students in 2016. The Indigenous
undergraduate student participation rate
(expressed as a percentage of domestic
non-Indigenous students) has slightly
declined, from 0.73 per cent in 2015 to
0.70 per cent in 2016, as overall UTS
undergraduate student numbers and
participation rates have increased.

Watercolour master class with Iltja Ntjarra artists. Photo supplied
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Transition, retention and success
Jumbunna’s Pathways Program is
designed to build aspiration for university
study amongst Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander people. It also aims to
increase students’ access to university
study through alternative pathways.
Support is provided to enhance students’
capacity to excel and succeed.
The program is comprised of Jumbunna’s
Testing, Assessment and University
Experience Scheme, entry pathways and
learning support. It attracts applicants
from a wide range of backgrounds
interested in studying at UTS, from
highly experienced mature-age students
looking to increase their education
qualifications or change career pathways,
to school leavers with a desire for
tertiary education who are seeking a
way to develop their capabilities.

Jumbunna’s Testing,
Assessment and University
Experience Scheme
The Pathways Program includes a
four-day Testing, Assessment and
University Experience Scheme that:
> assesses applicants’ academic
capabilities and overall readiness for
university study
> provides an authentic university
experience at UTS
> enables prospective students to
connect with Jumbunna students who
recently completed their first year of
study at UTS.
There were 109 applicants in
the 2016 round of Testing and
Assessment, conducted over three
days in November and December.

Jumbunna entry pathways
Following participation in the Testing,
Assessment and University Experience
Scheme, students may be offered one
of three pathways to study at UTS:
Direct entry to UTS degree
Students who are assessed as having
the academic skills and capabilities
for full-time university-level study are
offered direct entry into the UTS course
of their choice. In 2016, 40 students
commenced study via this pathway. These
students continue to receive learning
support throughout their studies.
Jumbunna Unistart Tertiary
Enabling Course
Unistart is Jumbunna’s 12-month
enabling course that prepares students
for university study and provides
an entry pathway to UTS courses in
sport and exercise science, nursing,
midwifery, education, law and some
design courses. Upon completion of
Unistart, students receive up to half a
year of credit towards their degree.
Through Jumbunna-delivered classes
and tutoring sessions, Unistart students
develop their understanding of academic
cultures and practices and improve their
literacy and numeracy skills.

Unistart students in the Blue Mountains, May 2016. Photo supplied
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Students also undertake faculty subjects
and participate in social and cultural
activities throughout the year. These
activities are designed to foster a sense of
belonging and strengthen students’ selfbelief, resilience and self-management.

Upon graduating from Unistart,
Carberry found the transition into the
mainstream Bachelor of Arts Bachelor
of Education seamless. “Unistart
built the foundation of what kind of
student I wanted to be. I understood the
importance of time management, and
that I could ask for help and make use
of the tutoring service when I needed to
without feeling like a burden.”

In 2016, 19 students commenced Unistart,
17 completed the program and 11 were
offered places in UTS degrees in 2017.
UTS:INSEARCH Indigenous
Scholarship Program
The UTS:INSEARCH Indigenous
Scholarship Program provides Indigenous
students with a pathway to UTS study
through UTS:INSEARCH’s diploma
programs in business, communication,
design and architecture, engineering,
information technology and science.
Students are recommended for either the
12- or 18-month diploma according to
their academic capability and readiness
for study, based on their results in the
Testing, Assessment and University
Experience Scheme.
In 2016, 17 students undertook diploma
studies through the UTS:INSEARCH
Indigenous Scholarship Program.
As well as providing discipline-related
knowledge and skills, the diploma
courses provide students with
comprehensive instruction and support
in developing key academic skills and
readiness for university-level study.
Three students completed their diploma
studies in 2016 and five are continuing
their studies into 2017.

Ebony Carberry.
Photo by Natasha Mitchell

PROFILE

Ebony Carberry
Bachelor of Arts Bachelor of Education
Unistart graduate
For Ebony Carberry, a university
education was the promise of a brighter
future. Carberry and her sister – also
a UTS student – grew up in Griffith and
moved to Sydney to attend boarding
school. They were the first in their
extended family to finish high school.
“UTS was the only university I applied to,”
says Carberry. “Knowing I could get in
via Unistart really took the pressure off
during the HSC.
“Unistart is a good starting place for
kids leaving high school. The program
helps you transition into uni, sets out
expectations up front and gives you
the skills you need to succeed in a
mainstream program. Even the way
the Unistart assignments are designed
is useful – you work in groups, and
learn team-work skills, but you’re
responsible for your own individual
work, which helps you progress faster.”
The concept of continuous improvement
is one Carberry took to heart. “One of
my lecturers told me ‘It’s not feedback,
it’s feed-forward.’ The criticism isn’t
meant to push you back, but to move
you ahead.”
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It’s this confidence and self-awareness
that Carberry wants to pass on to
others.
“This is why I got into teaching, because
I know the kind of support Indigenous
students need and that it’s often
missing,” she says. “There aren’t
enough Indigenous teachers in the
school environment. We need teachers
who understand what Indigenous
kids are going through and who can
encourage them to continue on to
higher education.”
When talking about her teaching
placement, Carberry demonstrates
a clear idea of her own professional
identity. “I’m not just a student,” she
says, “I’m a teacher in practice. And I
hope one day I become the Minister
for Education.”
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Supporting Indigenous
student success
In addition to the learning support
embedded in UTS’s alternative entry
pathways, Indigenous students receive
access to a comprehensive suite of other
support opportunities. These include
subsidised student housing, targeted
transition assistance in first year, and
ongoing support programs throughout
their degree to successful completion.
Student housing
UTS recognises that lack of access
to affordable accommodation is one
of the most significant barriers to
Indigenous participation in higher
education, particularly in metropolitan
areas where accommodation
costs are higher than average.
The strain of off-campus living can be
especially acute for rural and regional
students who have to deal with the cost of
relocation as well as cultural adjustment.
In February, UTS opened the Wattle
Lane Residence to offer cost-covered
accommodation to 58 Indigenous
students. For students who don’t qualify
for Abstudy, UTS has guaranteed
to meet the cost of each student’s
accommodation and provide them with
a living allowance equal to Abstudy.

Jumbunna ASSIST
Jumbunna ASSIST provides
supplementary academic support to all
pathway students across all faculties.
Support is delivered through one-toone and small group tutorial sessions
in academic communication skills and
mathematics; peer-to-peer learning
assistance; and larger group tutorials to
develop writing, reading and study skills
and Excel proficiency. The Jumbunna
ASSIST program adopts a strengthsbased and relational tuition approach.
Over 930 instances of tuition were
supplied to pathway students in
2016, equating to approximately
3400 hours of additional tuition.
Indigenous Tutorial Assistance
Scheme (ITAS)
ITAS is a federally funded supplementary
tuition scheme. Along with Jumbunna
ASSIST, ITAS is a key mechanism for
increasing Indigenous undergraduate
success and completion rates at UTS.
ITAS tutors deliver culturally appropriate
tutorial assistance through one-to-one
support or small group sessions. A total
of 88 tuition hours were delivered to 92
students in 2016 across nine disciplines.

Jumbunna International
Experience Program
Twelve Indigenous undergraduate
students travelled to New Zealand
in September for an international
experience trip run by Jumbunna and
supported by UTS International.
The students travelled through the
North Island, engaging with local
Indigenous people and learning
about their cultures in Wellington,
Rotorua, Paihia and Auckland.
The trip was a profound experience for
all involved, with students learning much
about the history and origin stories of
the Maori people, genealogy, family
roles and responsibilities, the role of
women in Maori society, the impact
of colonisation and how Maori people
fought to defend their culture and rights.
“Seeing a number of successful Maoriowned and run businesses is inspiring. It
goes to show that it’s possible to retain
a level of integrity, soul and tradition in a
western world and thrive. Personally, it
has shaped my thinking and goals for the
future and brought a new determination.”
Student participant

The Wattle Lane studio apartments are
high-quality, modern accommodation and
have been designed to provide a sense
of community for Indigenous students.

Jumbunna students in New Zealand. Photo supplied
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Teaching and research
UTS Business School –
Bachelor Of Business
Administration
2016 marks the second year of
operation of the Bachelor of Business
Administration (BBA), designed
specifically for Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander professionals.
The program builds upon students’
current academic and professional
skills, supporting them to become
exceptional managers, strong leaders
and change agents within the wider
Australian community. The degree’s
residential attendance mode of delivery
also allows participants to maintain fulltime employment and community and
cultural responsibilities while studying.
Students attend classes at UTS three
times per session for a week at a time.
In 2016, 11 students who commenced
the program in 2015 progressed to
second year (a retention rate of 78 per
cent). Ten new students completed
the first year of the program in 2016
(a retention rate of 71 per cent).

BBA student achievements in 2016:

Accounting for Good prize winner

Innovators recognised by PM

Christian Hampson, who manages the
Heritage Near Me Program in the NSW
Office of Environment and Heritage,
received the inaugural Accounting for
Good prize. The prize is awarded annually
to the top student in the BBA program
and is offered by financial management
services firm Accounting for Good, which
partners with not-for-profit organisations.

Two BBA students – brothers Michael
and Ray Ingrey – were among the 21
Indigenous people recognised at the
Prime Minister’s Reception for Indigenous
Innovators and Entrepreneurs.
Michael manages the La Perouse
Youth Haven Program and the LAPA
Deadlys Leadership Group. He uses
the knowledge from his degree to
develop best practices and sustainable
services in Aboriginal enterprises to
feed into the wider community.
Ray is Chairperson of the Eastern Zone
Gujaga Aboriginal Corporation and is
on the board of the La Perouse Local
Aboriginal Land Council. Ray’s community
involvement is motivated by the belief that
education is the key to self-determination
and economic prosperity for his people.

State finalist for 2017 Young
Australian of the Year
In 2016, BBA student Amy Rust became
the South Australian (SA) State Finalist
for 2017 Young Australian of the Year.
Rust is co-founder of Adelaide charity
Essentials 4 Women SA, which provides
women in need with basic feminine
hygiene items. Rust was also named
a semi-finalist for the 2016 Women’s
Weekly Women of the Future Award.
Rust appeared on ABC Radio’s
Speaking Out program, hosted by
UTS Professor Larissa Behrendt, to
discuss her charity’s work and the
issue of homelessness, particularly
in relation to Indigenous women.

Indigenous entrepreneurs and innovators pictured with Prime Minister Malcolm
Turnbull (Michael Ingrey far left, Ray Ingrey far right). Photo supplied
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Revitalising rural towns gives
students ‘big picture’ purpose
UTS Design, Architecture and Building
academics and students have established
a relationship with Murrin Bridge Local
Aboriginal Land Council in central west
NSW to participate in a design studio
community revitalisation project at
Murrin Bridge and Lake Cargelligo.
The project began when UTS PhD student
Allan Teale traced his newly discovered
Aboriginal heritage back to the Euabalong
area. “He travelled to Murrin Bridge to
spend time with the elders, who shared
with him their increasing concern
for the future of the town’s younger
generation, mostly compounded by
rundown facilities no longer servicing the
community,” explains UTS Interior and
Spatial Design lecturer Campbell Drake.
Thirty-five second-year interior and spatial
design students spent five days at Murrin
Bridge and Lake Cargelligo interviewing
residents, visiting sites and poring over
historical documents. Their research
identified how they could use design to
counteract further youth disengagement
and enhance existing resources.

German exchange student Leyla-Elisa zu
Stolberg says the experience has filled
her with an intense sense of responsibility.
“We spent a lot of time listening to the
residents and got a sense they don’t
feel valued or hopeful for the future. Not
having access to recreation facilities is
also contributing to a lack of optimism.
“We made sure to include designs
for an outdoor gym, bike and skate
park, with the intention of having
the community help build these
facilities and provide some muchneeded inspiration and motivation.”
The students’ efforts received high
praise from local residents, including
Paul McFadyen, Senior Engagement
Officer with the Indigenous
Affairs Group, Department of the
Prime Minister and Cabinet.
“Murrin Bridge has had a tumultuous
history as it was originally set up
as a mission town in 1949,” said
McFadyen.”The Stolen Generation
happened on our doorstep and Aboriginal
culture and language were stripped away.

The rundown sporting field at
Murrin Bridge. Photo supplied

“As designers, we can help
address the problems
gripping many rural towns:
isolation, fractured histories
and declining infrastructures,
and foster more inclusive
and cohesive communities”
Campbell Drake

“This project has really brought everyone
together to shape both towns’ futures and
celebrate their resurgence.”

Leyla-Elisa zu Stolberg (second from the bottom left) and UTS classmates
with community elders from Murrin Bridge. Photo supplied
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Award-winning teaching
2016 Australian Awards for
University Teaching:
Neville Bonner Award for
Indigenous Education
Associate Professor Heidi Norman from
the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences
received the Neville Bonner Award for
Indigenous Education. The award is
named for Neville Bonner AO (1922–1999),
the first Indigenous Australian in Federal
Parliament, representing Queensland as
a Liberal Party Senator from 1971 to 1983.
Norman was among 18 individuals to
receive honours at the Australian Awards
for University Teaching ceremony, which
celebrated individuals and groups who
have made outstanding contributions to
enhancing student learning outcomes
and equipping students to be agile and
creative citizens.

Citation for Outstanding Contributions
to Student Learning
Subject Coordinator of Academic
Communications Christine Vella, also
a lecturer in Jumbunna’s Learning
Development program, joined the
22-person UTS HELPS team to accept a
Citation for Outstanding Contributions to
Student Learning in the 2016 Australian
Awards for University Teaching.
Christine works closely with Indigenous
undergraduate and postgraduate
students to enhance their learning
experiences, designing and delivering
individual and group support in academic
literacy, and assisting with academic
skills and assessment events to create
independent and confident learners.

“It has long been my understanding
that in order to effect change for
Aboriginal people it is necessary for
new conversations to take place,” says
Norman. “University classrooms are ideal
places to begin those conversations.”

Heidi Norman with Deputy Secretary of Higher Education, Research
and International, David Learmonth. Photo by Id Photographics
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UTS Learning and Teaching Awards
Academics from the Faculty of Health
received the Integration of Indigenous
Professional Capabilities into Curriculum
Learning and Teaching Award.
This award – a category within the broader
suite of UTS Learning and Teaching
Awards – was offered for the first time in
2016 with the support of Deputy ViceChancellor (Education and Students)
Professor Shirley Alexander.
The winning team included Associate
Professor Joanne Gray, Director of Health
Simulation Dr Tamara Power, Senior
Lecturer Claudia Virdun, Lecturer Anna
Doab, Rachel Smith, Lecturer Angela
Phillips and Jennifer Newman.
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Centre for the Advancement
of Indigenous Knowledges
Indigenous graduate attributes
In February, UTS officially launched the
Centre for the Advancement of Indigenous
Knowledges (CAIK). Co-sponsored by
the university and its pathway provider
UTS:INSEARCH, CAIK’s core objective
is to ensure all UTS graduates have
Indigenous professional competency
as appropriate to their profession.
CAIK ran a suite of workshops in 2016
designed to introduce staff from across
six faculties to its Indigenous Graduate
Attribute Curriculum Model and Program
Framework. Separate workshop sessions
were specifically tailored for executive
staff and for program coordinators and
teaching staff.
Indigenous Higher Degree Research
Information Program
In an effort to increase the number
of Indigenous people undertaking
research degrees, CAIK – with
support from Jumbunna and the
Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences –
developed a first-of-its-kind program
to encourage undergraduate degree
holders to enrol in further study.

The program launched with a free twoday workshop at UTS in July. Thirteen
participants from NSW, Queensland and
the Northern Territory gathered to hear
senior Indigenous academics deliver
lectures on research design, developing
a research proposal and literature review,
Indigenous research methodologies and
how to apply for a masters by research or
doctoral degree at UTS.
HERDSA Award for Best Scholarly
Paper of 2016
Professor Susan Page, Professor
Michelle Trudgett and Associate
Professor Gawaian Bodkin-Andrews were
awarded the Higher Education Research
and Development Society of Australasia
(HERDSA) Best Scholarly Paper for 2016.
The HERDSA award was given for
their paper, Exploring an Indigenous
Graduate Attribute Project Through
a Critical Race Theory Lens, which
highlights ways in which institutions
might work with Indigenous academics
to optimise success of complex
projects such as the UTS Indigenous
Graduate Attribute project.

CAIK workshop participants. Photo by Terry Clinton
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Aboriginal Sydney Now
In 2016, CAIK developed the foundation
subject Aboriginal Sydney Now, designed
for students wanting to explore current
and historical ideas about Indigenous
culture, country and community.
Aboriginal Sydney Now was taught
for the first time during the Spring
session. Twenty-six students across a
range of faculty areas enrolled in the
subject, including a number of exchange
and study abroad students who were
interested in the uniquely Australian
learning experience.
Students visited the Redfern Community
Centre, the Royal Botanic Garden
Sydney, and Victoria Park, exploring
Aboriginal history and contemporary
culture and gaining new understandings
of Aboriginal place. The final assignment
required students to ‘map’ their
local community in order to develop
a sense of how Indigenous culture
influences their own local area.
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Jumbunna Research Unit
The Jumbunna Research Unit is
unique in Australia. Indigenous-led,
it operates throughout the country,
with staff working in communities in
Victoria, South Australia, the Northern
Territory, Queensland and New South
Wales, and with collaborators in all
states and territories. The unit prides
itself on frank and fearless research
and advocacy driven by the Indigenous
communities it serves, and its research
is widely renowned for its social impact.
Continued justice for Bowraville
Jumbunna researchers have been
working with the Bowraville Aboriginal
community since 2010 to obtain justice
for the families of three Aboriginal
children murdered on the Bowraville
Mission in the early 1990s.
Jumbunna has assisted the Bowraville
families in drafting letters, conducting
research into possible options for a
Royal Commission, supporting the
NSW Legislative Council inquiry into
the Bowraville murders, and supporting
family members with civil and criminal
legal matters and helping them tell their
story. UTS law students have worked with
Jumbunna staff on aspects of this project.

In 2014, after a 12-month investigation,
the NSW parliamentary inquiry
found flaws in the way police had
investigated the Bowraville crimes. At
the time, Detective Inspector Gary
Jubelin, who had been leading the
police investigation since 1996, said
the families had been let down by the
justice system and that race had affected
how the murders were investigated.
In May 2016, as a further testament to
the unrelenting campaign waged by
the victim’s families, NSW Attorney
General the Hon. Gabrielle Upton sent
an application for the retrial of the main
suspect to the Court of Criminal Appeal.

The award was bestowed for the
biographical film Fred Maynard: Aboriginal
Patriot. The film reveals the censored
history surrounding the Australian
Aboriginal Progressive Association,
the first large-scale Aboriginal rights
movement, established by Fred Maynard
in 1925. The film, narrated by Fred’s
grandson Professor John Maynard,
explores the exchange of ideas between
Aboriginal people in Australia and around
the world, and highlights Maynard’s
intellectual influences and connections to
other significant black rights movements.
Finding Eliza – a vital Indigenous
perspective on colonial storytelling

This was a monumental step
towards justice for the victims and
is an inspiring example of how the
resources and knowledge of Jumbunna
Research can assist the most
marginalised within the community.

Professor Larissa Behrendt has
long been fascinated by the story of
Eliza Fraser, who was purportedly
captured by the Butchulla people after
being shipwrecked on their island
off the Queensland coast in 1836.

UTS Reconciliation Award for Fred
Maynard: Aboriginal Patriot

Behrendt uses Eliza’s tale as a starting
point to interrogate how Aboriginal
people – and indigenous people of
other countries – have been portrayed
in their colonisers’ stories. Exploring
works as diverse as Robinson Crusoe
and Coonardoo, Behrendt looks at the
stereotypes embedded in these accounts,
including the assumption of cannibalism
and the myth of the noble savage.

Jumbunna researchers Professor
Larissa Behrendt and Craig Longman
were awarded the UTS Reconciliation
Award at the 2016 UTS Human
Rights Awards ceremony in 2016.

Photo supplied
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Grant success for
UTS researchers

ARC Linkage Infrastructure,
Equipment and Facilities Grant –
The Aboriginal History Archive

ARC Discovery Indigenous
Scheme grant – #thismymob

In 2016, UTS Professor Larissa Behrendt
was part of a team of researchers
from Victoria University that received
$475,000 in ARC Linkage funding to
create an online archive of records
about Aboriginal self-determination, the
land rights movement and Aboriginal
community survival programs.

Dr Christopher Lawrence, a Noongar
man originally from Perth, joined UTS in
2016 as a postdoctoral research fellow.
Lawrence was awarded a $473,000 grant
under the Australian Research Council
(ARC) Discovery Indigenous Scheme to
investigate how social technology can
connect Indigenous communities.
The project, in collaboration with
researchers at the University
of Melbourne, will improve
Indigenous digital literacy and
build Indigenous entrepreneurship
through technology start-ups.
Lawrence and his team of researchers
will design and evaluate a new app
– #thismymob – aimed at enhancing
wellbeing and providing a culturally
appropriate and sensitive technology
that affords a safe refuge for Indigenous
peoples and their communities.

The Aboriginal History Archive project
will provide access to rare materials
that record the perspectives and
voices of Aboriginal participants in
contemporary political history, including
primary source material collected
and donated by individuals and
community-controlled organisations.
The project is expected to address the
data gaps in Australia’s historical record
and improve public understanding and
awareness of Aboriginal history. It will
also inform educational curricula and
public policy responses for the political,
legal, health and social position of
Australia’s Indigenous communities.

Photo supplied by The University of Melbourne
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Research

UTS PhD candidate:
Faculty of Design,
Architecture and Building
Jonathan Jones
In 1882, a fire destroyed Sydney’s
Garden Palace, along with the
International Exhibition of 1879-80
housed within. Also lost in the fire was
a collection of Aboriginal artworks
and artefacts dating from the time
of first contact with Europeans.
UTS PhD candidate and artist Jonathan
Jones, a Wiradjuri/Kamilaroi man, spent
hours poring over photographs and
archival documents to piece together
the story of what was destroyed that day.
The result was barrangal dyara (skin and
bones), installed in the Royal Botanic
Garden Sydney for the 32nd Kaldor
Public Art Project in late 2016. It is the
most ambitious Kaldor project to date,
and the first by an Indigenous artist.
Jones’s vast contemporary installation
covered 20,000 square metres of
the garden site, with 15,000 white
shields marking the footprint of the
ornate palace, raising its ‘bones’
for a 21st-century audience. Eight
Aboriginal language soundscapes from
communities in south-eastern Australia
were also installed around the site.

Jonathan Jones. Photo by Kallan MacLeod

“barrangal dyara is a response to
the immense loss felt throughout
Australia due to the destruction
of countless culturally significant
Aboriginal objects when the palace
was razed by fire,” says Jones. “It
represents an effort to commence a
healing process and a celebration of
the survival of the world’s oldest living
culture, despite this traumatic event.”

Advocacy and community
engagement
Indigenous students volunteering at
Werribee Clinic
The rate of Indigenous child removals
across Australia is rapidly reaching
the rate of removals during the Stolen
Generation period. Indigenous children
today are being removed from their
families at a rate 9.5 times higher
than non-Indigenous children. This is
creating significant damage and injury
to Aboriginal families and communities.

The clinic was founded by Laura Lyons
and Bianca Lyons, Aboriginal women
with lived experience in the system.
The clinic offers assistance with child
safety and support for court appearances;
arranges school meetings to support
children’s education; coordinates contact
with mental wellbeing programs; provides
referrals to legal service providers; and
generally provides a ‘listening ear’ for
families who have suffered trauma.
Associate Professor Thalia Anthony
from the Faculty of Law and Paddy
Gibson from the Jumbunna Research
Unit, both volunteers at the clinic,
engaged UTS Indigenous law
students to similarly volunteer.
“The clinic has shown me the high
importance of access to culturally
appropriate support and education
about an individual’s legal rights
in these situations. The clinic is a
real asset to the community,” says
law student Michelle Toy.

Grandmothers Against Removals Sydney
set up the Werribee Clinic in early
2016 to respond to the unmet needs
of local Aboriginal families seeking
support and advocacy in the face of
child removal by the NSW Department
of Families and Community Services.

Aerial view of barrangal dyara (skin and bones) in the Royal Botanic Garden.
Photo by Peter Grieg
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UTS Alumni Awards
UTS: Indigenous Australian
Alumni Award 2016
Russell Taylor AM
Master of Business Administration (1993)
Chief Executive Officer, Australian
Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Studies (AIATSIS), 2009–2016
Throughout his life, Kamilaroi man
Russell Taylor has been a tireless
campaigner for promoting knowledge
and understanding of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander cultures, traditions,
languages and stories.
From 2009 until December 2016,
Taylor was Chief Executive Officer of
AIATSIS, the internationally-renowned
institution for Indigenous studies, and
the trusted keeping place for the
world’s most significant collection of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
cultural heritage materials.
Taylor currently serves on the UTS
Council, is Chair of the UTS ViceChancellor’s Indigenous Advisory
Committee and is a member of Charles
Darwin University’s Vice-Chancellor’s
Indigenous Advisory Committee. He
is also a board member of the Lowitja
Institute and the ATSI Healing Foundation,
and was a founding director of the
Australian Indigenous Leadership Centre.
Taylor was made a Member of
the Order of Australia in the 2015
Queen’s Birthday Honours.

UTS: Alumni Award for
Excellence – Faculty of Arts
and Social Sciences 2016
Sean Gordon
Bachelor of Education in Adult Education
(2000)
Chief Executive Officer, Darkinjung Local
Aboriginal Land Council

Russell Taylor AM. Photo supplied

A Wangkumarra/Barkindji man, Sean
Gordon is a strong advocate of selfdetermination for Aboriginal communities,
and for their social, cultural and economic
empowerment. For the past eight years,
he has served as CEO of the Darkinjung
Local Aboriginal Land Council, improving
the health and wellbeing of the NSW
Central Coast community.
As an educator, Gordon has developed
and implemented vocational education
programs with the TAFE NSW Hunter
Institute, and advised the NSW
Government on the development of
culturally responsible strategies for
Aboriginal adult education.
Gordon serves as Chair of the
Empowered Communities: Empowered
People Leadership Group, facilitating
sustainable reform through strategic
partnerships between Indigenous leaders,
governments and industry.
He is also passionate about preserving
and developing Aboriginal culture as
Director of the National Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Dance Academy.
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Sean Gordon. Photo by BilyB Photography
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Indigenous staff representation and participation
UTS efforts to increase Indigenous
staff representation and participation
continued in 2016 under the Wingara
Indigenous Employment Strategy
2015–2018. Strategic funding from
the Vice-Chancellor for Indigenous
recruitment and retention is contributing
to the ongoing success of programs
and the introduction of new initiatives.
Traineeships and cadetships
> Existing trainees progressed into
mainstream positions within Jumbunna
and 2SER.
> The Indigenous Employment
Officer (IEO) continues to work with
faculties and divisions to facilitate
new employment opportunities for
cadets where opportunities arise. The
cadetship program equips cadets with
relevant work experience that will
enable them to be more competitive
when applying for roles at UTS or
external organisations.
Academic Internships
> Under this program, Indigenous Higher
Degree by Research candidates who
demonstrate suitability for a career in
academia are employed in a faculty or
in Jumbunna on a fractional (0.4 FTE)
academic contract. Interns have the
opportunity to teach and/or undertake
research as part of this employment.
> The program has exceeded
expectations, with seven interns
currently working in academic roles at
UTS while completing PhDs. All other
existing interns are continuing in the
program.

Academics of the Future
> This program selects Indigenous
undergraduate students with the
potential to progress into Higher
Degree by Research candidature, and
employs them on a fractional (0.4 FTE)
professional contract to undertake
research activity within a faculty or in
Jumbunna. Academics of the Future
also mentor other Indigenous students.
> Program participants took
part in opportunities offered by
CareerTrackers, a not-for-profit
organisation that facilitates industry
pathways for Indigenous university
students. Two students progressed into
industry positions. Another participant
has continued his arts and social
sciences studies as an honours student.
Indigenous senior academic
appointments
> Professor Michael McDaniel was
appointed Pro-Vice-Chancellor
(Indigenous Leadership and
Engagement).
> Senior appointments have been made
in the Faculty of Health.
> Further work has taken place in
regards to the facilitation of associate
professor and professor appointments
across UTS in preparation for a
recruitment drive in 2017.
Indigenous staff participation at UTS by %
(full time and part time only)

Campus Master Plan:
Indigenous participation
UTS began work on a major new Campus
Master Plan (CMP) project known
as UTS Central. Under this project,
Building 2 is being transformed into a
dynamic student and research hub.
UTS’s commitment to Indigenous
participation has continued under
the CMP through a proactive tender
approach. This includes Indigenous
involvement in employment and training
opportunities as essential elements
of contract delivery for UTS Central.
Participants have been employed in roles
across demolition works, mechanical,
electrical and hydraulic diversions,
and reinforcement and concreting.
UTS Central
> A total of 13 workers employed during
2016 in a range of positions.
> The project’s target for Indigenous
participation is based on hours worked,
rather than individuals, with a target of
1.5% of total construction hours.
> In 2016, the 13 participants worked a
total of 351 days, or 4.4% of the total
construction hours (7945 hours),
exceeding targets.

2015

2016

Academic*

0.8% [11 staff]

0.7% [9 staff]

Professional

1.1% [15 staff]

1.1% [15 staff]

Total

1.8% [26 staff]

1.8% (24 staff)

51

51

UTS Indigenous Australian Staff Support
Network (academic and professional staff)
*Includes Academic Interns and conventional academic positions.

Note: In calculating Indigenous staff percentages, staff who do not provide information regarding Indigeneity are not included in
the total number of UTS staff.
Data source: UTS Business Intelligence Portal; Cube: utsstaff; Report: Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Academic and
Support All UTS. Accessed on 26 April 2017.
Indigenous staff data as per UTS Academic and Support Staff Agreements taken from the UTS Indigenous Australian Staff
Support Network Membership.
This figure will differ from the UTS Business Intelligence Portal, as not all staff disclose Indigeneity in their profiles.
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EQUITABLE ACCESS TO
HIGHER EDUCATION
Extensive evidence linking higher
education to social and economic
wellbeing, amongst other benefits, is
a clear call to action for universities.
UTS embraces its responsibility
in this space and has had a long
history of implementing effective
programs through its Widening
Participation Strategy.

UTS Widening
Participation Strategy

As a result, we have witnessed an
increased number of equity target
groups accessing our institution.

The UTS Widening Participation Strategy
(WPS) is a whole-of-university approach
to increase the number of students from
under-represented communities who
successfully complete university study.

Increasing the diversity of our student
cohort is only the first step to widening
participation at UTS. Supporting students
to transition to university is also vital
in equipping them for success.

To achieve this diversity, the WPS has
been delivering outreach programs
developed in partnership with schools
in south west Sydney, regional NSW
and TAFE through Higher Education
Participation and Partnerships
Program (HEPPP) funding.

2016 KEY STATISTICS
> UTS U@Uni Outreach connected
with 4000 high school students, 630
parents, 150 teachers, and engaged
over 100 UTS students as mentors
and tutors in program delivery.
> Participation of students enrolling
via UTS’s educational access scheme
inpUTS has been steadily increasing,
from 2226 (13%) in 2010 to 3777
(16.3%) in 2016.

U@Uni Summer School 2016.
Photo by JK Photography

> The number of low socio-economic
(low-SES) students at UTS has
increased by 52% from 2010
(1826 students) to 2016 (2776).
> Data shows increasing student
success in key equity target groups.
- Low-SES has improved from 88.9%
in 2014 to 90.1%
- inpUTS from 90.2% in 2014
to 91.7%

Note: Data includes domestic undergraduate students only. See definitions of participation and success on page 61.
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Building educational aspiration and attainment
The UTS U@Uni Schools Outreach program is a key component of the WPS goal
to deliver sustainable long-term outcomes for improved access, participation
and retention of students from targeted equity groups, specifically students
from low socio-economic (low-SES) and Indigenous backgrounds.
Outcomes:
> Improved student academic
preparedness and outcomes
> Increased student awareness,
confidence and motivation toward
higher education
> Increased teacher, school and
community capacity
> Broadened student family knowledge
about higher education
> Developed and sustained effective
community and stakeholder
partnerships.

U@Uni Summer School
This January program is centred on
a two-week on-campus experience
for Year 11 high school students from
partner equity schools. Students are
given the opportunity to explore design,
media, business, science, engineering
and IT or health through intensive
workshops, culminating in an exhibition
and graduation for family and friends.
In 2016, 172 Year 11 students from 16
schools (including schools referred
by The Smith Family) participated in
the program. Of these students, 22
identified as coming from a refugee
background and 62 indicated they spoke
a language other than English at home.
Data collection found that almost
all student participants surveyed
agreed the experience had helped
them understand what university is
really like, with 97 per cent reporting
the program had encouraged them
to want to go to university.
A student’s sense of belonging within
higher education is an area in which the
program consistently seeks to create
change. Eighty-four per cent of student
participants this year reported feeling
confident they would fit in at university,
up from 70 per cent prior to the program

U@Uni Summer School 2016.
Photos by JK Photography

Six months after the program, students
were asked to complete a follow-up
survey about their experience. Results
showed sustained levels of improvement
in student confidence, with 81 per cent
of respondents agreeing they felt more
confident about themselves, and 88
per cent feeling more confident about
contributing positively in a team.
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Parents also indicated via a survey that
the program had positively influenced
their child’s confidence in relation to
academic ability, ability to make friends
and ability to fit in at university.
Similarly, school teachers who responded
to the post-program survey also agreed
the program had increased both their
students’ academic and social abilities.
Teachers frequently commented on
the program as an opportunity to
gain a “broader understanding of life
beyond school”, often emphasising
the importance of “being exposed to
real learning” that allows students
to “see uni study as a real possibility.”
“This is an invaluable program for
our students as they are given the
opportunity to gain a sense of belonging
at a well-regarded university.”
Partner school teacher

Development opportunities for teachers
were piloted this year. Five teachers
from partner equity schools came on
campus for Teacher Day to observe
teaching and learning occurring in
the summer school program and to
discuss best practice and engagement.
Feedback from teacher participants
indicated increased knowledge and
awareness of university courses and
programs, and increased capacity
to apply their learnings to teaching
practices. An expanded U@Uni Teacher
Professional Development program
will be implemented in 2017.

EQUITABLE ACCESS TO HIGHER EDUCATION
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U@Uni HSC Tutorial Scheme
This support program provides
school-based tutorial and mentoring
sessions to Year 11 and 12 students
of partner equity schools. It aims to
improve academic performance and
broaden their educational aspirations.

The tutoring program in particular had a
positive impact on student engagement
and motivation. Ninety-three per cent
of students surveyed following regular
tutorial sessions agreed the sessions had
helped them to work harder. Almost all
of the students indicated the program
had helped them with their studies.

Current UTS students, known as
U@Uni Tutor Ambassadors, actively
work one-on-one and in small
groups with program participants
to provide assistance with exam
preparation, essay writing, homework
tasks and assignments.

Results also indicate the program is
contributing to improved academic
confidence. Eighty-nine per cent of
students surveyed at the end of a term
or semester of tutorial attendance
agreed the tutoring had given them the
confidence to learn more at school.

Nearly 400 students participated in
academic and mentoring support
sessions in 2016. Seventy-one per
cent of HSC students attended more
than one tutoring session throughout
the year (1743 total contacts).

Eighty-six per cent of students
surveyed agreed that the tutorials
had helped them to improve their
assessment marks and grades.

In addition, academic skills workshops
were offered to Year 11 and 12 students.
These workshops focused on the
development of essay writing and
study skills, such as problem solving,
time management, revision, note
taking and exam preparation. U@Uni
Tutor Ambassadors facilitated these
workshops in four of our partner schools
in 2016, reaching an additional 376
students. Twenty-nine of these students
attended more than one workshop.

Teachers have highlighted this
improvement in students’ academic
confidence as a consistent positive
outcome of the program. Of the 106
students who were reported on by
teachers through the program’s
teacher survey, 89 per cent made
reasonable or considerable
improvements in academic confidence.

“The UTS tutoring scheme provided
extra educational support that
assisted the students not only in
academic improvement, but in
actually believing that being accepted
into university was achievable.”
Partner school teacher

As part of the program’s project
partnerships, the HSC Tutorial Scheme
subsidised the cost of HSC in the Holidays
workshop passes for students from
our partner schools. This subsidy gave
students access to further academic
support that many wouldn’t be able to
afford. These workshops, facilitated
by experienced teachers and senior
HSC markers, revised key content and
syllabus areas and provided tips and
strategies for excelling in the HSC exams.
One hundred and forty students from
16 U@Uni partner high schools gained
sponsored places in these lectures
(July) and workshops (September).
The program also provides considerable
learning opportunities for the UTS Tutor
Ambassadors, including the opportunity
to develop leadership, team work,
creativity and communication skills
and be a role model for participating
school students – many of who have
come from the participating southwest Sydney schools themselves.

2016 U@Uni Tutor Ambassadors. Photo by Katia Sanfilippo
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U@Uni campus workshops
Students are regularly invited back
to UTS for U@Uni workshops to help
boost their enthusiasm for HSC study
and set positive and informed goals for
their higher education. A total of 331
low-SES students were reached in 2016
through these on-campus sessions.

CASE STUDY
Making learning fun:
Sustainability Challenge workshop
89 Year 11 high school students from
equity partner schools were invited to
take part in the Sustainability Challenge
workshop in July. Students were asked
to respond to a zombie apocalypse in
which they were the last survivors.
Working in a selected discipline area,
students had to build a new city safe
from zombies and work within the
constraints of the environment, factoring
in weather, resources and sustainability.
Discipline-based challenges included
designing new liveable spaces, policies
and laws, and sustainable energy
sources. The neighbouring ABC
also assisted in the delivery of the
workshop’s media component.
> 79% of survey respondents agreed the
Sustainability Challenge workshop
helped them learn new skills
> 81% agreed the workshop helped them
learn problem-solving strategies

A primary objective of the U@Uni campus
workshops is to develop knowledge
about courses, careers, access schemes
and pathways. Feedback from students
indicates that the program, and
particularly the Careers and Industry
Day workshop, is successfully meeting
this outcome. Almost all of the 61
participants of this careers workshop
reported increased knowledge about
required study. Similarly, 95 per cent
of participants reported that the
workshop increased their knowledge
about careers in different industries.
Results from evaluation data also
demonstrate improvements in
overall self-confidence, confidence in
communication skills, and confidence
towards attending university.
Following participation in U@Uni
workshops, 83 per cent of students
surveyed reported increased
confidence for fitting in at UTS and 76
per cent for fitting into any university.
Additionally, 83 per cent of students
reported increased confidence for
university as a choice for them.

Students in the Sustainability Challenge workshop. Photo supplied
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Widening access
One of the university’s KPIs is to increase the enrolment numbers of
low-SES students. A core part of widening access is to see student
potential and academic capability beyond an ATAR ranking.
Outcomes:
> Implementation of UTS access
schemes for school leavers to
recognise academic potential
beyond ATAR attainment
> Expanded UTS access schemes
and pathways for mature
age and TAFE students
> Improved recognition of prior learning
for mature age and TAFE students
> Increased enrolment at UTS by
low-SES students, Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander
students and TAFE students

Educational access schemes
Educational access schemes (EAS) are
designed to help students who have
experienced long-term educational
disadvantage gain admission to
tertiary study. UTS offers two
schemes: inpUTS and the Schools
Recommendation Scheme (SRS).
inpUTS takes into account
disadvantageous circumstances that
may impact academic performance.
These include: illness or disability;
disrupted schooling; refugee status;
severe family problems or carer
responsibilities; English language
difficulty or financial hardship. Students
from schools that receive equity
funding are also automatically eligible
for EAS. Eligible students are provided
a 10 point concession on the required
entry rank for their selected course.
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SRS uses student results along with
school endorsement to make course
offers, targeting capable students
from low-SES backgrounds.
In 2016, 1355 offers were made through
inpUTS, resulting in 12371 enrolments.
SRS made 137 offers, resulting in 1192
enrolments. These EAS admission
numbers have both risen significantly
from 2015 (926 for inpUTS and 62 for SRS).
EAS students regularly demonstrate
high rates of retention and success,
highlighting that determinants of success
are more complex than ATAR alone.
For data on retention and success of EAS
students, see pages 69-70 of appendices.
1Data retrieved from IBM Cognos Viewer - Equity
Scorecards DB, Friday 17 March 2017
2 Data retrieved from IBM Cognos Viewer - Equity
Scorecards DB, Friday 17 March 2017
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Supporting transition, retention and success
HEPPP funding supports a variety of grants on offer via the UTS Financial Assistance
Service. This equity funding also creates opportunities for new and ongoing lowSES students to receive additional assistance and guidance where necessary.
Outcomes:
> Improved engagement of first year
students in transition programs
> Improved student transition to
university
> Implementation of academic, cocurricular and personal programs
and resources to meet the needs of a
diverse student community
> Increased use of research-led
approaches to teaching focused on
student learning, integrating online
and face-to-face experiences
> Increased participation by UTS staff in
an active community of practice that
promotes the delivery of transition,
retention and success programs

> SSU’s Financial Assistance project
supported 724 low-SES and Indigenous
students struggling with immediate or
ongoing financial hardship, providing
financial grants for rent, transport,
bills, childcare, medical costs, loss of
income and course costs. Eighty-one
per cent of surveyed recipients agreed
the grant helped them continue their
studies at UTS. Eighty-five per cent
also agreed the grant improved their
academic achievement and results.
> Supplementing the university’s equity
scholarship fund, Diversity Access
Scholarships (DAS) are distributed to
both new and continuing students in
need to support their retention and
success. UTS supported 705 students
in 2016; students experiencing multiple
disadvantages were prioritised.
Higher payments were made to
students demonstrating financial
need along with additional educational
disadvantage, such as Indigenous,
refugee or regional backgrounds;
sole parenting or other caring
responsibilities; or medical conditions.
In addition, as part of UTS’s 2016
Annual Appeal, $150,000 was donated
by UTS alumni to support 30 DAS
students. Volunteer UTS students
had over 17,000 conversations
with alumni during this appeal.
“As soon as I got my scholarship, every
worry just dropped. I want to use sport
as a platform to correct social injustices.
Someone once told me we’re getting
help now so that we can help others
later on; I’m 100 per cent behind that.”
Joel Cama

Joel Cama. Photo by Kevin Cheung
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> The Enhancing Computer Access
project (ECAP) provides access to
course-related technologies for
students struggling to afford laptops/
computers, software and/or an internet
connection. Seventy-nine students
received computer hardware in 2016
and 54 received support for software.
Ninety-seven per cent of survey
respondents agreed the financial help
for computer hardware and software
allowed them more time to focus on
their study, and 83 per cent agreed
ECAP support improved their academic
achievement and results.
> Forty-six housing subsidy awards were
made to students on low incomes and
from equity target groups (low-SES,
students with disabilities, rural students
and students of a refugee background).
The average subsidy value was $1581.
Eight-one per cent of students receiving
a rental subsidy surveyed agreed rental
support helped them continue their
studies at UTS.
*Note: In 2016, most Indigenous students on Abstudy
received the Abstudy Residential Cost Option, which
covers their full rental costs plus an additional living
allowance. For this reason the wider Indigenous student
cohort has not been counted in these numbers.
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Educational access scheme
orientation program
The annual inpUTS Welcome orientation
is designed for new students who were
assessed as eligible for entry via UTS’s
educational access schemes (EAS).
Run through the Student Services
Unit, the session targets educationallydisadvantaged students in their transition
to UTS by providing awareness of UTS
support services, as well as opportunities
to meet and connect with UTS academics
and students. As an incentive, $100
Co-op Bookstore vouchers are offered to
students to subsidise textbooks costs.
Almost 600 students commencing
UTS students attended the inpUTS
Welcome. Student speakers from the
2015 cohort of inpUTS students shared
their experiences of transitioning into
UTS and offered tips for success.
An evaluation survey was distributed to
all inpUTS Welcome attendees, with a
100 per cent completion rate. Results
demonstrated this project improved the
transition experience of commencing
EAS students. Prior to the event, around
13.5 per cent of students reported feeling
highly confident in their knowledge of UTS.

Following the event, the proportion
of students feeling highly confident
about their knowledge of UTS and
support services available increased
to 60 per cent. The percentage of
students with little confidence about
their knowledge of UTS dropped from
43 per cent to only 4.5 per cent.

U:Pass
This peer-to-peer study program offers
weekly study group sessions in a range
of high-risk first-year subjects. Student
leaders are trained in facilitating group
study techniques, as well as mentoring
and leadership. Both leaders and
students develop UTS graduate attributes
such as critical and independent
thinking, disciplinary knowledge,
spoken and written communication
and cross cultural understanding.
Students who attend regularly perform
significantly better on average and
show improved retention rates.
Diverse groups of students are
specifically targeted and supported by the
program, including EAS and Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander students.

Program reach in 2016:
> 4366 UTS students. Approximately
14 per cent were low-SES students
and 21 were Indigenous students.
> 126 U:PASS student leaders. Of these,
33 per cent identified as low-SES and/
or Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander.
Eighty-one per cent of U:PASS students
who indicated they were thinking of
dropping out reported the program
had helped them stay at UTS. U:PASS
students also performed significantly
better overall than students who did
not attend, evidenced by a six per
cent higher pass rate in the Autumn
and Spring semesters than students
who did not attend. These differences
increased substantially for students
who attended more than 11 sessions,
to 15 per cent in Autumn session
and 13 per cent in Spring session.
Overall the program achieved 32,000
student contacts. Leaders facilitated
approximately 3170 U:PASS classes
throughout 2016, with each class
holding up to 20 participants.

Students discuss an interactive puzzle in a U:PASS session. Photo supplied
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First-Year Experience
Diversity in educational pathways to
university, cultural backgrounds and
academic preparedness for university
studies all impact the participation,
retention and success of students
transitioning to university, in particular
low-SES and Indigenous students.
The First-Year Experience (FYE) Strategy
addresses these issues through the
development of effective transition
curriculum practices. Facilitated through
a central FYE coordinator, the strategy
comprises a small grants scheme, online
and hard copy resources, a universitywide learning community and forums.

Project reach in 2016:
> 9083 commencing students enrolled in
faculty-based undergraduate programs,
including 7122 domestic students
of which 831 are from a low-SES
background and 101 are Indigenous.
With assistance from Faculty
First-Year Transition Experience
coordinators, subject coordinators
are encouraged to design a positive
learning environment for students. These
include inclusive classrooms, clear
expectations and peer engagement in
social and academic communities.
FYE grants are designed to help
students work collaboratively and build
their confidence. 2016 grants covered
projects supporting students for learning.
futures, including flipped learning linked
into classroom or practical activities;
diagnostic testing and support for entrylevel knowledge; literacy development,
and mentoring and productive
persistence (approaching problems
with a positive ‘can-do’ mindset).

FYE forum. Photo supplied
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The FYE community grew to over 650
members by the end of 2016, with five
FYE forums held over the year. The
FYE program team was also this year
awarded a national citation for the
approach, engagement and positive
outcomes achieved over the five years
since the program was established.
Since 2014, pass rates of commencing
students from low-SES backgrounds
have become equal to the pass rate
of all transitioning students [in 2011,
they were five per cent less than their
domestic counterparts). Students
from Indigenous backgrounds have
also significantly improved their
pass rates over the same period.
As an extension to the FYE project, a
request by academics for more data on
the demographic of incoming first year
students saw the development of a new
online tool. This student dashboard, to
be released in 2017 to academics, will
provide a broad profile of the diversity of
their students, including entry pathways,
language backgrounds, degrees they
are studying and pass rate statistics.
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Equity Scholarships Forum
and report
The role of equity scholarships and
how they affect students’ participation
and success in higher education was
addressed at a forum at UTS in February.
Funded by HEPPP’s National Priorities
Pool, the forum investigated how
scholarships can best make a difference
to low-SES students using research
findings from UTS, Deakin University, the
University of Sydney, Macquarie University
and Queensland University of Technology.
Student recipients of equity scholarships,
researchers, and administrators
of scholarships from metropolitan
and regional universities came
together with careers advisers and
counsellors from TAFE and schools,
as well as representatives from the
University Admissions Centre, for
the collaborative discussion.

Data gathered from surveys with
over 300 UTS equity scholarship or
financial assistance recipients was
presented, as well as interviews with
UAC and TAFE. Framing the research
design were questions around access
to information about scholarships,
application processes and their impact
on students’ capacity to transition to
and success in university study.
Report outcomes
Forum outcomes were incorporated into
the UTS research report, Maximising
the capacity for equity scholarships to
improve participation and success in
higher education by people from low socioeconomic status (low-SES) backgrounds
in July, with recommendations
provided to the Commonwealth
government and distributed throughout
the higher education sector.
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Key findings indicated that students’
decision making about attending
university is multi-factorial, and that
equity scholarships and financial
assistance significantly contribute to
low-SES students’ capacity to support
themselves while studying. The
provision of educational, counselling
and financial planning services
also significantly enhances their
study experience and success.
Moreover, the impact of receiving a
scholarship or financial support moves
beyond alleviating financial pressures to
positively increasing students’ wellbeing
and sense of belonging, reducing stress
and improving academic achievement.
Families, communities and future
generations also benefit from the
support. A clear institutional benefit
to UTS is the perception among
recipients that ‘UTS cares’, which in
turn contributes to students’ aspirations
to succeed and to ‘give back’.

STUDENTS AS
CHANGE AGENTS
We value the diversity of our student
community and the knowledge and
skills they bring to UTS. In this section
of the report, we showcase the efforts
of our students who, working both
individually and collectively, make a
significant contribution to social change.
While our students arrive at UTS with
considerable civic capacity, we also
recognise our institutional role as
an enabler in this space. By creating
supportive environments and providing
capacity-building and experiential
opportunities, UTS empowers students
to take up their personal and social
responsibility and further enhance
and grow their social impact.

UTS Shopfront
As one of UTS’s key programs
championing social justice and the
scholarship of community engagement,
UTS Shopfront aims to build strong and
sustainable communities through its
award-winning Shopfront Community
Program, its co-curricular UTS
SOUL Award for student volunteering
and community leadership, and its
international peer-reviewed journal of
community engagement, Gateways.
In 2016, Shopfront celebrated its 20year anniversary. In this time more
than 1000 pro bono projects have been
completed by students as part of their
disciplinary coursework for more than
800 community organisations. The
impact of these projects has included
changes in public policy, law reform,
new community services, and, through
research, making visible the needs of
our most marginalised communities. A
20 Years Showcase of UTS Shopfront
was held in November with attendees
from the university, alumni and
the community sector helping to
celebrate these achievements.

Sixty-six coursework community projects
were successfully completed by UTS
students in the faculties of design,
architecture and building, business, law,
and arts and social sciences. For the first
time, students completed coursework
projects with the Faculty of Health. This
included research for Cystic Fibrosis
NSW, examining the emerging needs
of the growing adult population with
cystic fibrosis, and a review of effective
service models. This partnership with
the Faculty of Health is set to continue.
More than 700 new students signed
up during the year for the UTS SOUL
Award program, a social leadership and
volunteer program for students. The
award gives students the support to
venture beyond their degree and into
the community, applying the skills and
knowledge learnt at UTS to the real
world, all the while developing leadership
skills and building networks. This year,
the current number of enrolled SOUL
students reached 2205, and the total
number of student volunteering hours
since 2013 exceeds 62,000 hours.

DVC William Purcell at Shopfront celebrations. Photo by Doug Millen
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UTS Shopfront was awarded the ViceChancellor’s Social Justice/Human
Rights Award for Staff at the UTS
Human Rights Awards in August for its
sustained commitment to developing
student citizenship and building
capacity in community organisations.
Two teams of five design students
were also recognised, receiving the
UTS Creative Media Social Justice
Award for their work with non-profit
partners Mums4Refugees and Sailors
with disAbilities. Both collaborations
were established through Shopfront.
In December, Shopfront and the UTS
Business School hosted a reunion
of Master of Non-Profit and Social
Enterprise alumni, many of who are
now working as senior managers in
the community sector. As a result, the
new, Not-for-profit Alumni Network
has been set up to support knowledgesharing, professional development
and ongoing engagement with UTS.

Shopfront was also a finalist in
the Australian Financial Review’s
Higher Education Awards for
Community Engagement, and in the
NSW Volunteer of the Year Awards
for Volunteer Management.

This year marked the 30th anniversary
for this pioneering program. “The Master
of Non-Profit and Social Enterprise
has graduated more than 1000 social
justice leaders, people who are making
an incredible impact across the sector.
Shopfront has been a terrific partner
in promoting connections between
graduates of the program and students
across the university,” says Program
Coordinator Dr Bronwen Dalton
from the UTS Business School.

For the past two years, UTS Shopfront
has been working with community service
providers from the local Pyrmont Ultimo
Network of Services. Key findings from
their community consultations included a
need to reduce social isolation (including
amongst local student residents), improve
accessibility to community activities and
services and improve safety. One outcome
will see the revival of the UPTown
Festival for Pyrmont Ultimo in 2017.

This year, Shopfront partnered with
the Talloires Network, an international
association of institutions committed
to strengthening the civic roles of
universities, to produce a special edition
of the Gateways open access journal
that models global good practice in
university-community engagement.
This special edition will be launched
at the Talloires Network Leaders
Conference in Mexico in June 2017.

Shopfront projects by sector from 2006-2016
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UTS:BUiLD
Through mobility scholarships, oncampus workshops and volunteering
opportunities, Beyond UTS International
Leadership Development (BUiLD)
delivered a diverse range of
leadership development programs
in 2016 in Australia and overseas
for over 2000 students from all
faculties of the university.
From learning about micro-finance in
Vietnam to social business in India, BUiLD
students have the opportunity to develop
a rich understanding of the complex
problems facing the international
development space and how to work with
communities to generate positive change.
Nikita Isaac, a Bachelor of Biomedical
Engineering Bachelor of Business student,
travelled to Cambodia with the support of
a BUiLD Equity and Diversity Scholarship
to participate in the Humanitarian
Design Summit, in partnership with
Engineers Without Borders Australia.

Isaac, along with three other UTS
students, spent two weeks within
a local community in Cambodia to
establish a deeper understanding
of everyday life for Cambodians.
“During the first week, we spent our
time learning about Cambodia’s history,
language and culture. In the second week
we went to rural islands with no power
or hot water and lived with homestay
families. We cooked, cleaned, farmed
and fished alongside them. Having that
first-hand experience helped us put
together practical and appropriate ways
we could help this community,” she says.
The program consisted of a combination
of theoretical and practical methodologies
to understand community needs. “We
learnt a lot about human-centred design,
using appropriate technology and the
role that empathy plays in being able
to do those two things,” says Issac.
Unexpected opportunities to help
locals often arise. “Farmers wear
thick fleece jumpers in the extreme
heat to protect their skin and it causes
severe heat rashes; sunscreen is
too expensive,” explains Isaac.

“I noticed a family had an aloe vera
plant, so we made posters and signs
teaching families how to propagate
and maintain their aloe vera plants
for its soothing properties. We gifted
one shoot of aloe vera to each family
so they could have their own supply.”
BUiLD’s overseas experiential learning
programs have proved transformative
for many UTS students. Being outside
of their comfort zones and living
within a foreign culture enables them
to not only make new friendships
and bond with local communities,
but to develop the confidence to
make a difference in future work.
“I would say my BUiLD overseas
experience has been the highlight
of my time at university. It’s really
brought together everything that I
had studied in the last five years
and made it all applicable to real life
situations. I can see how that knowledge
helps me, and can help others.”

Nikita Isaac prepping food with her homestay family. Photo supplied
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Community Connections
Community Connections provides
international students with
opportunities to make cross-cultural
connections at UTS and across
the wider Sydney community.
In 2016, UTS Community Connections
partnered with The Welcome Dinner
Project, a social initiative that fosters
understanding and connection between
established and newly-arrived Australians
through food. The UTS Chapter of the
project brought together domestic
students and international students who
each prepared a dish that was important
to them to share with others over lunch.
Arpit Chawla is a UTS international
student from India who attended the
inaugural event. “The lunch was one
of the most refreshing experiences
I’ve had in Sydney, especially because I
had never been to an Australian home
before,” he says. “It was amazing to
not only meet locals but also people
from different parts of the world and
share stories about their life and culture.
Everybody had smiles on their faces;
it was just a really happy occasion.”

The UTS partnership with The Welcome
Dinner Project came into fruition in
response to the social isolation many
international students at UTS face. UTS
International sought to break down
these social barriers and establish a
platform through which international
and domestic students could come
together in a social environment.
“Food is such a powerful world language,”
says Leadership and Community
Connections Officer Laura Martin. “The
Welcome Dinner Project doesn’t just
provide an empowering experience
for international students; it offers a
platform for domestic students to develop
a deeper understanding about different
cultures, allowing them to become more
connected and empathic global citizens”.

“It felt so good to talk and be
accepted by everyone that day.
I left the lunch having made
some really good friends with
whom I still keep in touch.”

Arpit Chawla (right) at the Community Connections lunch

Photos supplied
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Brennan Justice and
Leadership Program

2016 also saw the launch of the Allens
Neota UTS Law Tech Challenge for
Social Justice.

A joint initiative of the Faculty of Law
and the Law Students’ Society, this
program aims to strengthen the justice
consciousness, idealism and sense of
service that law students bring to their
studies and, later, professional work.

This initiative will see 20 law students
work in teams with staff from
international law firm Allens and
participating not-for-profit organisations.
The teams will develop applications
using Neota Logic software, which is
designed specifically for people without
programming experience.

As part of the program, students fulfil
volunteer requirements over the course
of their studies in both legal and nonlegal settings. Twenty-three students
were recognised with a Brennan Award
in 2016, logging over 2300 voluntary
hours across 30 organisations.
Inspirational events for Brennan
students over the year included a guest
lecture with barrister Jane Needham
SC and a panel of Australia’s leading
legal minds who spoke about their
contributions to pro-bono work, and
the launch of the inaugural Brennan
Justice Photography Competition.

They established The Learning Project,
a small not-for-profit program
operating out of Naremburn High
School to deliver free tutoring to
disadvantaged high school students.
“I felt the need to give back to the
community as I have been afforded
privileges that allowed me to get out of
a difficult situation. It’s my responsibility
to share that with others,” says Zhang.

The UTS-based program will demonstrate
how technology can be utilised to
make justice more accessible to all.
The Brennan program is named after
former Chief Justice of the High Court
of Australia and UTS Chancellor (19992005) Sir Gerard Brennan AC KBE.
Law/communication student Alice
Zhang is a 2016 graduate of the Brennan
program and says it has brought depth
to the concepts and theories their double
degree explores. Zhang was living in a
refuge in northern Sydney when they
identified a gap in educational support
for disadvantaged young people.

2016 Brennan Award recipients with Sir Gerard Brennan, with Alice Zhang far right.
Photo by Anna Zhu
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Engineers Without Borders
UTS Chapter
Regioneering is a high school
outreach program undertaken by
university chapters of Engineering
Without Borders (EWB), a community
organisation creating social value
through engineering. University student
volunteers visit predominantly regional
and low socio-economic (low-SES)
high schools to deliver engaging and
practical engineering workshops. These
workshops help raise awareness
of humanitarian engineering in a
global context and provide options for
tertiary education after high school.
Over the course of a week in July, 12
student volunteers of the UTS EWB
Chapter reached 500 students across five
low-SES high schools in western Sydney.
Two of these schools were all-girls
schools, addressing the gender gap
currently inherent within engineering.
The success of this inaugural Winter
Regioneering trip prompted a widerreaching Summer Regioneering trip in
November. Twenty student volunteers
embarked on a journey across 10 lowSES schools, reaching 1146 high school
students – more than double the size
and impact. Of these, 587 students came
from a non-English speaking background
and 61 identified as Indigenous.

Feedback from high school students
demonstrated a positive shift in students’
perceptions towards engineering. A
new executive team for the EWB UTS
Chapter has been founded and will aim
to capitalise on this momentum into
2017. An expanded program of events will
be introduced to provide students with
meaningful experiences not only in school
outreach, but also in understanding the
wider role of the humanitarian engineer.

batyr UTS
The rate of psychological distress among
university students is almost three times
higher than the general population.
Despite these findings, 80 per cent of
young males and 70 per cent of young
females will not seek help, leading to
alarming consequences, such as a
10-year peak in the number of suicides
among Australians under the age of 44.
batyr uses peer-to-peer lived
experience presentations around
mental health to encourage university
students to proactively engage with
their emotional distress, and to
learn how to access help before the
situation escalates to crisis point.

The program experienced huge growth
in 2016, its third year at UTS. Strong
integration and collaboration with student
engagement programs like Orientation,
census dates and other large events
was driven by an Executive Student
Volunteer team of 16 UTS students.
batyr presented in 33 batyr@Uni
educational programs across seven
different faculties and units, reaching
3083 students with a clear message of
seeking help and ‘smashing the stigma’
that surrounds mental health issues.
Combined with event reach and other
workshops, batyr presented and/
or interacted with 11,413 students
at UTS last year. Eleven new student
speakers were also trained through
the Being Herd workshop to share
their stories at UTS and in high schools
across the east coast of Australia.

“Allowing the voiceless to
start sharing their stories is
how we can all learn to be
receptive of these stories.
That’s why I’ve spent 2016
helping others share more
stories; to smash the stigma.”
batyr UTS Executive Volunteer

batyr session at Cockatoo Island design camp. Photo by David Lt
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UTS Students’ Association
While most of the UTS Students’
Association’s social justice initiatives
are run by its collectives and clubs,
association-wide welfare initiatives
have grown in popularity and attract
regular students each week. These
include two free food services: the
Bluebird Brekkie Bar, which runs
every Wednesday, and the Night Owl
Noodle Bar on Thursday evenings.
Night Owl does more than provide
students with free dinners; it also
contributes to the benefit of the wider
community. The noodle bar is catered by
Parliament on King, a social enterprise
empowering asylum seeker and
refugee women by providing them with
employment and leadership opportunities.
Every year, the UTS Students’
Association’s collectives decide on which
initiatives to run and prioritise. In 2016, the
Women’s Collective ran two campaigns:
a sexual assault campaign and another
regarding the change to health care
funding. The sexual assault campaign
was particularly strong, using the national
momentum around the topic of consent
to create a conversation on campus with
students and with university management.

Night Owl Noodle Bar.
Photo by Katia Sanfilippo

The health care campaign was an
effort to lobby the federal government
about the changes to Medicare, with
changes to bulk-billing blood tests, pap
smears, urine tests and other basic
procedures more likely to affect women.

The workshop is structured around
building a framework of sexual ethics
for interpersonal relationships and
emphasises bystander intervention.
It also examines issues around
gender and gender violence.

The Queer Collective also ran Pride
Week in September, an annual event
promoting inclusion and acceptance.
Events included a panel discussions
on intersectionality, a self-defence
course and a consent workshop.

Additionally, RNs attended a
Breaking the Binary workshop. This
covered LGBTIQ+ awareness with a
focus on trans-inclusivity, breaking
norms around gender identity.

UTS Housing Service
With over 1200 residents, UTS Housing
Service is committed to building a
community that is not only respectful,
but also proactively encouraging
of gender and sexual diversity.
All 29 of housing’s Resident Networkers
(RNs) are one of the main conduits for
the transmission of these principles
within their peer groups. RNs attended
workshops designed to increase their
awareness of such issues, such as
Building Cultures of Respect, run
by UTS Counselling Service and
the Equity and Diversity Unit.

Diwali evening. Photo supplied
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Throughout 2016, UTS Housing held seven
culture nights with the aim of promoting
multiculturalism and acceptance of
diversity among its residents through
the sharing of food, foreign language
lessons, talks on cultural and customs,
dance and culturally diverse games
and activities. Themes included
Persian, Chinese, Ramadan Iftar, Italian,
Japanese, Spanish and a Diwali festival.
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ActivateUTS
Many ActivateUTS clubs and societies
are regular advocates for creating a
more socially just world. Two strong
examples from 2016 include the UTS
Society of Communications (UTSoC) and
volunteer organisation The Big Lift.
UTSoC supported the Racism Stops
with Me national campaign during UTS
Diversity Week, handing out anti-racism
wristbands and raising awareness
through a social media campaign of
videos and photos. During Refugee
Week, UTSoC also hosted a refugee
talk with Amnesty International, the
Equity and Diversity Unit and the UTS
Journalism Society, and worked with
the UTS Business Society on Jeans
for Genes Day to raise funds for the
Children’s Medical Research Institute.
Founded on the philosophy of paying-itforward, The Big Lift are primarily known
for their flagship July event – a week-long
road trip across regional NSW. In 2016,
80 students travelled across two buses
to regional communities over nine days,
undertaking service projects such as land
restoration, construction and painting.

This unique community engagement
experience fosters a sense of goodwill
between both the locals and the
students. During the semester, The Big
Lift team further engaged in service
projects around Sydney, arranging
participation in local community
initiatives such as National Tree Day
and Clean-Up Australia Day, and
volunteer opportunities with community
organisations such as Exodus Foundation,
Cause Corps and local councils.

Internships with impact
The Bachelor of Global Studies invites
students to explore how globalisation
impacts the everyday lives of people, both
close to home and around the world, in
relation to politics, economics and culture.
Students also undertake a professional
major, pursue learning in areas of
personal interest and participate in
a local or overseas internship. The
internships are designed to give
students practical experience and
exposure in a workplace while
simultaneously observing the effects of
globalisation in a professional setting.

The Big Lift in 2016. Photo supplied

Another element to the internship
opportunity for many students is the
focus on social justice and addressing
contemporary societal issues.
With an interest in law and the influence
it has on our society, Bachelor of Global
Studies student Sandrella Mattar took
part in an internship at Salvo’s Legal
Humanitarian. “It’s a not-for-profit legal
aid service with a huge emphasis on
giving free legal advice and representation
to refugees and other disadvantaged
members of the community who
would otherwise go unassisted due to
their financial situations,” she says.
“My role utilised my legal studies major as
a practical tool in assisting the clients and
lawyers to gain a better understanding
into legal matters in my capacity as
a paralegal. More so than being a
paralegal there, I was a listener to the
plight of refugees and the disadvantaged,
empowering me to help give them a
voice to stand up and advocate for their
rights regardless of their status.”

Sandrella Mattar. Photo supplied
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Mitch Horrocks with locals and his
prototype in Uganda. Photos supplied

FEATURE STORY

Ending the cycle of sickness
“The idea of creating something for rural
African regions is something I’ve thought
about for a while,” explains Bachelor of
Design (Honours) in Integrated Product
Design student Mitch Horrocks.
The identification of a need for clean
water in remote villages stemmed
from a 2015 trip to Uganda: there
was no running water, no electricity
and patchy mobile reception.
Following focus groups, interviews
and surveys, Horrocks developed
the idea of a ‘cycle of sickness’.
This cycle begins when children drink unboiled water and fall sick with dysentery,
typhoid or cholera. Mothers with sick
children often need to take days off work,
which means families can’t afford to
buy additional charcoal or firewood to
boil water. And the cycle starts again.

“There’s a knock-on effect: parents
can’t afford the school fees, attendance
for school drops, children don’t
get a proper education and end up
farmers, like their parents, with no
possibility of breaking out of the
cycle of poverty,” Horrocks says.
While there are water stoves on the
market, many women can’t afford them
or the necessary fuel. Horrocks began
investigating the idea of a product that
could be integrated into the already
well-established routine of cooking.
The solution was a stovetop extension
that sits over the family’s food pot,
using the same heat, time and fuel
from the meal cooking underneath
to boil water for drinking.
Horrocks spent several weeks in
Uganda’s Kinyantale village in 2016
observing the women’s daily cooking
routine before developing his product.
He enlisted a metal working company
in Kampala, Uganda to create a
few prototypes before returning to
the village to test out his design.
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“It’s been a really good
opportunity to create
something that I believe can
actually make a difference.”
For the second semester of his honours
project, Horrocks returned to the village
again to find ways to boil the water
more quickly with his product, and to
further reduce the amount of sheet
metal in the product to lower its cost.
“I’ll never have the opportunity to do
something like this as a designer again,”
says Horrocks. “It’s been a really good
opportunity to create something that I
believe can actually make a difference.”
Horrocks hopes to raise funds to set
up a workshop in Kampala, Uganda
to build the product templates, which
will then be sent to each village to be
finished by the families themselves.
Adapted from U: magazine
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Real-world journalism
UTS journalism students travelled to
Jordan in November to cover Middle East
political, social, and economic issues
as part of a two-week Commonwealthsupported study tour.
The 2016 Foreign Correspondent study tour
gives students the opportunity to produce
news stories on location and work to real
deadlines. The trip was made possible
by a grant of more than $35,000 from the
Council for Australian-Arab Relations
(CAAR), part of the Commonwealth
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade.

Student stories featured on SBS Life online

“Students were living and practising
journalism on the ground in a culture
completely different to their own and
learning how to navigate new media
environments,” says Senior Lecturer Dr
Saba Bebawi.

“It was aired and published in newspapers
and that’s where everything changed. I
was taken to an orphanage and the
volunteers there were from Australia;
that’s where the connection between
Australia and me starts,” he says.

“The Middle East is a major hub for
journalists due to the continuous
political events in that region. Jordan
allowed them to cover political, social,
and economic issues with a focus
on Australian/Arab Relations.
“Their stories were published in both
Australia and the Arab world, including
a partnership with online news portal
SBS Life.”
Student Michaela Morgan interviewed
nuns running a historic Italian hospital,
Syrian refugees and a woman running a
self-defence gym for women as part of her
journalism work.
“I feel like I learned more in two weeks than
I have in class,” she says. “The immediacy
of the whole process, from pitching,
interviewing, editing, collaborating and
writing to seeing our finished products
published within days was incredible.
“The media we consume online is so
tailored. This experience has not only
broadened my perspective, but has also
made me think about how to effect real
change through journalism.”

In 2003, Faustin was finally able to attend
school regularly. In 2008, aged 13, he
was invited to the Junior Council of the
Republic of Tanzania as an ambassador
for orphans and street kids.

Linus Faustin. Photo by Shane Lo

CHANGEMAKER
Linus Faustin
Student Linus Faustin has been on the
Junior Council of the United Republic of
Tanzania, travelled to New York for the
International Model United Nations, is a
NSW Multicultural Youth Ambassador,
and in 2016 was named UTS ViceChancellor Volunteer of the Year.
Faustin was orphaned at three years
of age, and at seven was living on the
streets in his home country, Tanzania.
It’s this personal story of survival that
has fuelled his passion for social justice
on a global scale. His path changed
after walking into a radio station in
Tanzania and sharing his story.
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“We would travel all over the country
talking to different government leaders
about action activities and our rights. To
be honest, we made a lot of changes,”
Faustin says proudly.
Now, in Australia, he hopes to complete
his tertiary education and further his
goals of working in communication
and politics to promote social change.
He shares his amazing experiences
and thoughts regularly with his almost
14,000 Twitter followers and 91,000
Instagram followers. He is also Social
Justice Director of the UTS Society of
Communications.
“As young people we are so lucky to
be getting an education in Australia.
We live in a world of technology
where we have knowledge and
power. But how are we using it?”
Adapted from U: magazine

STAFF AND THEIR
IMPACT
UTS’s social impact agenda, and
our desire to support the positive
transformation of communities,
is ambitious in scale. Achieving
our vision for change requires a
whole-of-institution approach that
brings together the efforts of our
professional and academic staff.
Through institutional strategies,
processes and programs, we recognise
and support the UTS community to
maximise and multiply their social
impact – both within and external
to their professional roles.
In this section of the report, we
share cases that demonstrate the
personal efforts of our staff, impactdriven research and practice.

Staff giving and action
Through the power of collective giving,
the UTS Staff Giving Program has
given countless students access to
education, regardless of cultural, social
or financial barriers. One-hundred per
cent of donations go directly to supporting
students, with the university matching
each donation dollar-for-dollar.
UTS staff donors are, collectively, one
of the top 25 donors to UTS. In 2016:
> 220 staff contributed either
regularly or as one-off donors
> UTS staff donated $126,976
through the program
> 6.6% of full-time staff
contributed to the program.
In February, members of the UTS branch
of the National Tertiary Education Union
rallied in support of asylum seekers
facing deportation back to Nauru, calling
for an end to mandatory detention and for
the university to extend existing initiatives
to support refugees and asylum seekers.

NTEU campaign. Photo by Richard Bailey

In December, 270kg of clothing, food, toys,
baby supplies, stationery and books were
sent to 32 children as part of the UTS
Giving Tree. The initiative, in partnership
with not-for-profit organisation We
Care Nauru, collected donated items
for children living in detention. It took
volunteers three days to itemise, allocate,
wrap, pack and send the gifts with
personalised letters to each child.
Anna Doab
Supporting marginalised women
“Imagine someone taking your child,”
says lecturer in public health Anna Doab,
who also works casually at the Kirketon
Road Centre in Darlinghurst, where she
provides care for injecting drug users, sex
workers and young people. She has just
met a new mother who is only able to visit
her child for two hours a day.
For Doab, who studied nursing straight
after school, the desire to help people has
always been in her. As a young nurse she
travelled through Europe and the Middle
East working in tertiary hospitals and
community-based care, as well as being a
live-in nurse and carer.

UTS Giving Tree. Photo by Amanda Moors-Mailei
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Targeted research, teaching and programs

It was after working with HIV positive
patients in a hospice in London that Doab
become interested in working with more
marginalised communities.
Back in Australia, Doab worked in
emergency at Royal Prince Alfred
Hospital and witnessed discrimination
against the very people she’d been
working to help in the London Hospice.
“I felt it was really unjust,” she says.
As well as riling against the discrimination,
Doab tired of seeing people come in with
illnesses that could have been prevented.
“My mind just shifted from an acute focus
of health to more of a prevention side,”
she says, and commenced a Master’s in
public health to make the change.
Today, Doab lectures full-time in nonclinical subjects, teaching students to
be mindful of how levels of education,
socio-economic status and access to
services can affect a person’s health. “I
encourage them to really think outside of
a health care setting. We need to maintain
health in the community to prevent people
ending up in hospital.”

Anna Doab. Photo by Lauren McCosker

Doab is about to embark on the next stage
of her academic career by commencing
a doctorate. She will be interviewing
injecting drug-taking women whose
children have been, or are at risk of being,
taken into care. Although these women’s
children often do need to be removed,
they receive very little support. “It causes
them to often spiral out of control and
resume using drugs again,” she says.
Doab is grateful for the flexibility and
autonomy UTS provides in supporting her
to develop her research question. “People
here have been very supportive of me
personally and professionally.”
Nina Burridge, Damian Maher and
Lucy Fiske
Recognising the importance of education
Refugees in Indonesia are allowed to live
freely but cannot access health, housing,
education or any other support while they
wait for resettlement by the UN Refugee
Agency – a process that takes many years.
A community of Hazara refugees and
asylum-seekers living in West Java,
Indonesia started the Cisarua Refugee
Learning Centre (CRLC) to teach children
basic literacy and numeracy skills during
the long wait.

All teachers are volunteers from the
community and most do not have any
formal training.
Senior Lecturer Dr Lucy Fiske sits on the
board of the CRLC. She enlisted the help of
her UTS colleagues, Associate Professor
Nina Burridge and Senior Lecturer
Dr Damian Maher, to lead a teacher
development program designed for the
volunteer teachers.
Fiske travelled to Indonesia in 2016 as part
of her post-doctoral research to meet with
refugee families from the learning centre.
On her return she initiated a proposal
for Burridge and Maher to conduct the
workshops and assess the needs of both
students and teachers.
“Both the teachers and students at
CRLC are in a difficult situation and are
achieving great things educationally in
spite of this. I believe I can help them
further by sharing my expertise and
experience,” says Maher. He and Burridge
have set up an online Facebook page
where teachers can share stories of their
work, with Burridge and Maher providing
professional advice, links to research and
teaching and learning ideas.

Nina Burridge and Damian Maher (left) in CRLC workshop. Photo by Khalil Payeez
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Bronwen Dalton
Scholarships for former North
Korean students
An associate professor in the UTS
Business School, Dr Bronwen
Dalton’s commitment to furthering
Australia-Korea relations runs deep.
“When I was 17, I was a Rotary Exchange
student and lived for a year with a
Korean family. My ongoing relationship
with this country has been a source of
inspiration and opportunity and put me
on the path to academia,” she says.
Dalton received a full scholarship to
the University of Oxford from the Korea
Foundation to do her PhD thesis on
corruption in South Korean politics.
A UTS Research Equity Fellowship in 2016
allowed Dalton to focus on generating
research outputs with real impact. She
and Dr Kyungja Jung from the Faculty
of Arts and Social Sciences were the
first to map the economic activity
and role of women in the emerging
capitalist economy in North Korea.

Bronwen in Seoul in 1986. Photo supplied

Dalton had witnessed the extent
of suffering facing North Koreans
during her travels. She was critical to
UTS:INSEARCH coming together with
the Australian Department of Foreign
Affairs and Trade and the South Korean
Ministry of Unification to offer Englishlanguage scholarships worth $200,000
per year over five years to North Korean
refugees living in South Korea.
“This is the type of initiative UTS and
both governments can be proud
of as it touches on values Koreans
and Australians share – a genuine
commitment to helping each country
find innovative solutions to social
disadvantage, and ensuring young people
of all backgrounds are given the chance
to realise their potential,” says Dalton.

“The launch of the UTS
Intensive English Language
Scholarships for former North
Korean students is a good
example of your ambitious
goals, determination and
compassion. I hope you
remain actively involved in
the Australian Government’s
engagement with Korea.”
Australian Minister of Foreign Affairs
Julie Bishop

Dalton received a personal email of
recognition from the Australian Minister
of Foreign Affairs the Hon. Julie Bishop in
recognition of her efforts, and has been
appointed as a board member by both
the Australian and Korean governments
in their respective diplomatic agencies.

Bronwen Dalton with UTS:INSEARCH Managing Director Alex Murphy and
James Cotton of the Australia-Korea Foundation. Photo supplied
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Teigan Kollosche and Miguel Valenzuela
Boosting media education in East Timor
A substantial UTS donation to the
National University of East Timor (UNTL)
is improving the education of East
Timorese media professionals. A crate
load of technical equipment including high
definition cameras, computers, sound
recorders, tripods and accessories was
shipped to East Timor in 2016.

The donation and associated training
will develop technical proficiency within
UNTL’s program raising educational
standards and supporting improved
media reporting in East Timor, as well
as create career pathways from UNTL to
East Timor’s national broadcaster.
Louise Ryan
Using mathematics and statistics for
social justice

The Head of UNTL’s Faculty of Social
Sciences Constancia Barros and Deputy
Head Dominika Dwikori visited UTS in
August to formally accept the donation
from the UTS School of Communication,
meet with journalism academics and
observe journalism and documentary
production classes.

Biostatistician Dr Louise Ryan’s
advancements in the environmental and
health fields, combined with encouraging
women to excel in STEMM areas (science,
technology, engineering, maths and
medicine), was recognised internationally
in 2016 with an Honorary Doctorate from
Belgium’s University of Ghent.

Manager of UTS MediaLab Operations
Teigan Kollosche travelled to East Timor
in August along with fellow MediaLab
technician Miguel Valenzuela and UTS
graduate Abilio Fonseca Soares to train
the UNTL Faculty of Social Sciences staff
in the use of the equipment.

A Distinguished Professor in the UTS
School of Mathematical and Physical
Sciences, Ryan has worked on high
profile environmental cases looking at
the effects of arsenic in drinking water
and the impact of methylmercury on
child development. The United States
Environmental Protection Agency has
drawn directly on her work, establishing
new regulatory standards around these
and other toxic exposures.

“It took almost a year and a half to get
off the ground. I feel so privileged to be
able to participate in this project and I
hope we can continue to donate more
equipment and do more production
training at UNTL,” says Kollosche.

Visiting UNTL staff at UTS.
Photo by Dileka Pathiratna
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One of her current projects is working on
the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation,
where an international team of scientists
are looking at the factors that impact
child development, with an emphasis on
developing countries.
More locally, in a study commissioned
by the NSW Environmental Protection
Authority, Ryan used statistical science
to gain a better understanding of the
impacts that coal train transportation is
having on air pollution in the Hunter Valley.
“By working on environmental health
problems, I am doing something
that helps improves people’s lives
and that has always been very
important to me,” she says.
Ryan has also advocated for racial, ethnic
and gender diversity in higher education
throughout her career. During the early
1990s at Harvard University, she started
an innovative program designed to
attract and support underrepresented
minority students to consider careers
in biostatistics and public health. The
diversity program has become a national
exemplar for similar programs in the USA.

Louise Ryan with Vice-Chancellor
of Ghent University Anne De Paepe.
Photo by Hilde Christiaens
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UTS World Health Organization
Collaborating Centre for Nursing,
Midwifery and Health Development
Health system strengthening in the Pacific
Twelve nurses and midwives from
Fiji, Nauru, Samoa, Solomon Islands,
Tokelau and Tuvalu completed a twoweek leadership workshop at UTS in
November. The workshop was part of a
year-long Australia Awards Fellowship
awarded to UTS by the Department
of Foreign Affairs and Trade.
Led by the UTS World Health Organization
Collaborating Centre for Nursing,
Midwifery and Health Development (WHO
CC UTS), the Australia Awards Fellowship
allows fellows to develop and implement
their own health system strengthening
project while building their capacity as
leaders. The UTS WHO CC is one of only
two institutions of excellence in Australia
formally recognised as part of WHO’s
global network of collaborating centres in
nursing and midwifery.

“Having participants devise their own
action plan with their mentors is a crucial
part of the program,” says WHO CC UTS
Director Michele Rumsey. “They have
first-hand experience of the health issues
they face in their home country.
“We work with them to provide
the best tools and knowledge
to tackle these issues.”
The leadership program has far reaching
effects. Participants can facilitate skillstransfers with in-country colleagues,
continue to network with regional country
counterparts, and contribute to the
strengthening of health systems in their
home countries.
Since 2009, 114 fellows from 12 countries
cross the Pacific have completed
the program at WHO CC UTS, with
many progressing to positions of
greater influence in their countries.
Research is being carried out on the
long-term impact of program.

The individual projects in the fellowship
are developed with high-level in-country
mentors who are members of the South
Pacific Chief Nursing and Midwifery
Officers Alliance.

UTS Centre for Cardiovascular and
Chronic Care
Mental health education program to launch
in China – Lawrence Lam
In Australia, around 75 per cent of all
severe mental illness starts before
the age of 24 and suicide accounts
for 17.8 per cent of deaths in the 1519 age group, with nearly a quarter of
all deaths in the 20-24 age group.
Similar figures have been identified
within the city of Nanning, in southwestern China, where 15 per cent of
young people aged between 13 and 17
suffer from depression, 26 per cent have
anxiety issues, 12 per cent report stress
and 17 per cent are self-harming.
In 2016, Professor Lawrence Lam
from the Centre for Cardiovascular
and Chronic Care received a first-ever
Mental Health Education grant from
the Australia-China Council (ACC).This
grant will support the implementation
of his evidence-based program aimed at
reducing these statistics within the region.
The program (Mental Health Education
for Education and Health Professionals
in China) aims to enhance knowledge
and beliefs about mental disorders to
ensure recognition, management or
prevention of mental health problems
in young people under care.
“To reduce this rapidly growing public
health problem, we want to train
these senior health professionals who
are in positions of changing policy
about mental first aid in adolescents,”
says Lam. “It will really make a
difference in a region in urgent need
of mental services and education.”

Fellows participating in the DFAT Australia Awards
Fellowship Program at UTS. Photo by Mel Anderson
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She galvanised the local Cook
Islands community to help and
launched a crowdsourcing campaign
to help cover shipping costs.

Daisy Amanaki. Photo by Seb Crawford

CHANGEMAKER
Daisy Amanaki
Project Manager, Information
Technology Division
Sustainable living comes easily to Daisy
Amanaki. “I’m the daughter of a green
hero,” she says of her Cook Islands
roots. “My father believed in reusing
stuff, never wasting anything and doing a
whole lot of different, innovative things.”
In 2016, Amanaki was named a
UTS Green Hero Award winner for
initiating the donation of several
hundred UTS desks and chairs
to schools in the Cook Islands.

Her grass-roots efforts also saw
Amanaki receive the UTS Social
Inclusion Award at the 2016 UTS Human
Rights Awards and take home a high
commendation in the Australasian
Campuses Towards Sustainability Award
of Excellence. The donation not only
kept the materials out of landfill, but
also had the added social sustainability
benefit of giving the furniture a
new life with kids in the Pacific.
And she’s not done yet. Amanaki is
continuing to work with UTS to donate
pre-loved furniture and equipment to the
Cook Islands Department of Education.
And, after hearing her story, five NSW
primary schools have done the same too.
Amanaki maintains strong connections
with her Cook Islands village,
Arorangi. “My years at Arorangi School
and Tereora College provided the
foundation for me to pursue my tertiary
studies,” says Amanaki. “Being able to
organise this donation of desks from
UTS to the Cook Islands Ministry of
Education is a way of giving back.”

UTS Business School
Inclusion by design – Simon Darcy
A UTS workshop and walking tour in July
provided an opportunity for accessibility
consultants to explore universal design
processes and outcomes within the UTS
precinct.
Organised by the UTS Equity and
Diversity Unit and UTS Business School
in conjunction with the Association of
Consultants in Access Australia (ACAA),
participants were challenged to look
for features within the local area that
contribute to inclusive access while also
searching for areas of improvement.
“The session helped to ensure access and
inclusion is more than a set of words on
planning documents; it must become
operationalised in spaces and places so
that people with all types of disabilities
are able to access their rights of
citizenship,” says Professor Simon Darcy
of the UTS Business School.
Darcy’s expertise lies in developing
inclusive organisational approaches to
diversity groups. A founding member of
the ACAA and now Vice-President, Darcy
provided an overview on the day of the
global context based on current research.

Adapted from U: magazine

Investigating universal design on the Goods Line. Photo by Lesley Parker
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“Universal design covers all disability
types, including mental health,” says
Darcy. “Previous design work on access
and inclusion has been criticised for being
clinical and aesthetically unpleasing.
More contemporary approaches attempt
to seamlessly integrate access inclusions
within the broader design considerations
to be inclusive of all senses and
embodiments so as to capture the
essence of space and place.”
While inclusions for people with
mobility, vision and hearing disabilities
is well understood by the general public,
others like those with, for example,
autistic spectrum disorders are less so.
Tactility and shaded quieter spaces are
considerations that play an important
role, while green spaces themselves are
shown to have a calmer therapeutic effect
on positive wellbeing.
“Children with disabilities can experience
sensorial overload, so new playground
designs provide areas that are shaded,
quieter, and allow the children to have
time out from all the stimulation,” says
Darcy, who has been involved with the
design of inclusive playgrounds. “Similarly,
a diversity of environments within the one
precinct must be considered.”

UTS Centre for Health Economics
Research and Evaluation and
The Australian Centre for Public and
Population Health Research
Honours for transformational research in
health policy and practice – Angela Dawson
and Kees van Gool
Researchers focused on making a
real-world impact on vaccine safety,
maternal and reproductive health and
on strengthening the Medicare system
were honoured at the Sax Institute’s 2016
Research Action Awards in December
2016. The Sax Institute is an independent,
non-profit Australian leader committed to
helping decision makers find and make
best use of research to solve real-world
health and social problems.
Associate Professor Kees van Gool,
Deputy Director of the UTS Centre
for Health Economics Research and
Evaluation and Associate Professor
Angela Dawson from the Australian
Centre for Public and Population Health
Research were recognised for work
that exemplifies how research can help
address social issues.

Associate Professor van Gool has
investigated the Extended Medicare Safety
Net since its creation in 2004, with a focus
on making it more equitable, sustainable
and efficient. His research has identified
major cost and equity issues with the
Medicare Safety Net, and was key to the
Federal Government introducing caps
on certain Safety Net items in 2010. He
has now secured a three-year grant from
the Australian Research Council to reexamine the Safety Net program.
More than 600,000 women and girls die
worldwide every year from complications
of pregnancy and childbirth. Associate
Professor Dawson is focused on
addressing this great inequity in health
outcomes.
She developed a package of sexual and
reproductive health care guidelines for
use in humanitarian crises in the Asia
Pacific region, which have now been
deployed by 95 country coordination
teams and 4000 national coordinators in
the aftermath of humanitarian disasters.
Dawson’s work has also influenced 23
policy changes at national and provincial
levels to better integrate sexual and
reproductive healthcare delivery in
emergency responses.

Kees van Gool and Angela Dawson. Photo by Michael Amendolia
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Institute for Sustainable Futures
Making the critical connection between
gender equality and effective water and
sanitation management – Melita Grant and
Juliet Willetts.
A framing paper that makes the critical
connection between empowering women
and girls and ensuring the availability and
sustainable management of water and
sanitation was completed in 2016 by the
Institute for Sustainable Futures (ISF).
The paper, written for the United Nations
High Level Panel on Water at the request
of the Australian Department of Foreign
Affairs and Trade, provides a pathway for
the panel to integrate gender equality and
social inclusion across the eight key areas
of its action plan. Prime Minister Malcolm
Turnbull, one of 11 sitting Heads of State
on the panel, convened to champion
comprehensive and inclusive sanitation
and water resources management.
Women, girls and gender-discriminated
peoples still endure the burden of
inadequate water, sanitation and hygiene
(WASH) facilities in health care centres,
schools, public spaces and in their own
homes. And yet the economic benefits of
providing safely managed and accessible
WASH services to all those who currently
do not have them would be 3-6 times
greater than the costs.

The framing paper points out that
Sustainable Development Goal 6 (ensure
access to clean water and sanitation for
all) requires explicit attention to gender
equality and social inclusion.
Universal access to safely managed
WASH and sustainable management of
water resources will only be achieved if
the rights of women and marginalised
peoples are fulfilled.
The key messages of the framing
paper are:
1. Proactive and deliberate participation
of women and gender-discriminated
peoples at all stages is needed.
Water governance and WASH issues
affect gender-discriminated people
differently, and these differences need
to be identified and understood at all
stages of WASH and water resource
management.
2. Integration across the SDGs leads
to more equitable and sustainable
outcomes. The 17 SDGs call for an
integrated approach to strategies,
policies and implementation at the
global and national levels. Research
demonstrates that projects designed
and run to be socially inclusive and
gender sensitive are more sustainable.
3. Good data underpins good practice.
Improving water data systems
underpins good water governance and
WASH, but such systems ought not to
be “gender blind”. Sex-disaggregated
data can (at a minimum) contribute to
gender-inclusive policy formulation.
Data on gender inequalities in WASH
and in water governance initiatives is
also critical.
waterpartnership.org.au

Vietnamese householder showing
researchers how she collects and manages
water within her home. Photo supplied
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Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences
The Coal Rush and Beyond: Making climate
change tangible for local communities and
policy-makers – James Goodman, Tom
Morton and Devleena Ghosh.
Burning coal for electricity is the principal
cause of climate change, yet the coal
mining industry continues to grow
globally. The loss of jobs and economic
impact remains the key argument against
dismantling the coal mining industry.
Funded by the Australian Research
Council and in collaboration with
University of Sydney, this six-year project
drew together justice politics, journalism,
anthropology and social inquiry to
investigate why new coalmines continue
to be established.
With global debates on climate and
emissions policy failing to bring the reality
of climate change closer to home, the
research team targeted potential new
mining sites in Australia, Germany and
India to determine the everyday visible
effects of coal extraction, burning and
transportation on the general public.
These include noise, health threats, water
safety and availability, as well as the loss
of agricultural land and livelihood as direct
experiences of fossil-fuel dependence.
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The project combined ethnography
with investigative journalism, with
researchers speaking both to people who
promoted the opening of the new coal
mines, as well as those who opposed
them and would be affected, such as
local farmers, Indigenous peoples and
environmentalists. As a result, community
voices were addressed in the project
through traditional media as well as in the
academic and research arena.
“It’s very hard to act on something that is
anticipated but not yet felt,” says project
coordinator Associate Professor James
Goodman on the difficulties in creating a
movement around climate injustice. “The
key challenge was to materialise climate
change in people’s everyday lives.”
Research findings have been widely
shared in academic literature, in media
and at climate change events. In addition,
the team launched a three-part series on
ABC Radio National’s Science Show to
help widen the public debate in Australia
beyond the affected communities, and
materialise the issue of coal mining and
climate change for the general public.
coalrush.net

International Research Centre for Youth
Futures (IRCYF)
Launch of Australopedia – Rosemary
Johnston
Encouraging schoolchildren to
tell their own stories, and those of
their communities, is at the heart
of an innovative online educational
resource launched in August at
NSW Parliament House.
Australopedia, a digital, multimedia
encyclopedia built by students as part
of their normal school work has been
developed by IRCYF, to be introduced
initially in a group of Sydney high schools
and in remote Indigenous schools in
Western Australia and Queensland.
“Australopedia gives these schools the
opportunity to model what will become
a national endeavour,” said Director
of IRCYF and creator of Australopedia
Professor Rosemary Johnston.
“This is a new model for project-based,
interdisciplinary, self-directed learning
and real-world collaborations with
families, local school communities,
businesses and organisations.

Tom Morton interviewing an elder whose village is threatened with
demolition to make way for a new coal mine. Photo by Areeb Hashmi

“It will encompass stories and oral
histories from local citizens and local
heroes, explore the local impact of reallife issues, and apply science, technology,
engineering, maths and arts knowledge to
possible solutions.
“It will also discover local Indigenous
histories, legends and languages and give
a platform for appreciating, protecting
and enhancing the local environment.”
The Sydney high schools inaugurating
Australopedia are already part of the
Centre for Youth Futures’ IMC Sky High
social justice program for schools in
low-SES areas. As part of this two-year
program for young people in Years 7
and 8, students are identified by their
schools as having potential to succeed
despite adverse and limiting personal
circumstances.
“Initiatives like IMC Sky High have helped
participants to develop and realise their
potential, to encourage and enhance
aspirations for the future and to inspire
continuing participation in education,”
says Vice-Chancellor Attila Brungs.

Rosemary Johnston at Australopedia launch. Photo supplied
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UTS Institute for Public Policy and
Governance

Designing Out Crime Research Centre
and UTS Business School

The UTS Institute for Public Policy and
Governance (UTS:IPPG), incorporating
the Centre for Local Government,
provides education, research and
consultancy in public administration
and policy, social research, stakeholder
engagement, and leadership.

Doing Social Good – Rodger Watson and
Melissa Edwards

The UTS:IPPG team works closely
and maintains extensive professional
networks within the university and with
governments, industry, not-for-profit and
community-based organisations across
Australia and internationally.
Building Social Cohesion in Our
Communities
The Australian Centre of Excellence for
Local Government (now decommissioned)
and the UTS Centre for Local Government
were appointed by the Australian Human
Rights Commission to develop an
online resource as part of the National
AntiRacism Strategy.
The project, which seeks to build social
cohesion in diverse communities, involved
the development of an evidence-based
online resource. It features over 40 case
studies from local governments around
Australia, tips for implementing good
practice at the local level and links to
useful resources.

An exploration of how the common good
and large-scale collaboration can be the
key to social impact innovation was the
focus of Doing Social Good, a UTSpeaks
Shapeshifters public lecture in May.
For every one per cent the gap is
narrowed between rich and poor, there is
a 0.38 per cent rise in economic growth.
“It’s really worth investing in a more equal
society where people’s needs are met,”
says Deputy Director of the Designing
Out Crime Research Centre Rodger
Watson, who headlined the event along
with business Senior Lecturer Dr Melissa
Edwards and external speaker Murray
Bunton, Executive Director of design
studio Agency.
With social impact projects ranging from
setting up an educational facility in a highsecurity jail to preventing the poaching
of wildlife, Watson and his team begin a
project by asking themselves, what is the
common good?

“It’s usually around a core human value,”
explains Watson. “So, in the example
of poaching, rather than looking at
arresting culprits – which is a value
of punishment – we would approach
the communities the poachers live in
and explore what can be done to make
life more economically sustainable.”
Edwards, an expert in sustainability,
management and social impact, takes
a similar approach to research that
combines complexity theory, design
thinking and appreciative inquiry.
“Rather than focus on the problem
itself, we look more broadly and work
on the assumption that there is no
optimal solution. But the purpose
must be clearly focused on inclusive
social and restorative environmental
impacts. It switches your thinking to
consider the context of the issue in
relation to the bigger picture,” she says.
With some companies and organisations
reluctant to change their mode of
operation, Edwards is gathering case
studies of social impact innovation
that works. “When the social and
environmental benefits are clear, the
business case emerges and change
starts to occur. I’m hopeful, that over time,
thinking will change.”

It focuses on the effective prevention of, and
responses to, racism and inter-community
conflict, partnerships and community
governance models, and youth engagement
and leadership.
The project also included the development
of an evaluation framework to measure
how capacity was built within local
government to build social cohesion,
engage with diverse communities and
develop positive working relationships
between a range of stakeholders and the
communities in which they operate.
acelg.org.au/socialcohesion
Building Social Cohesion in Our Communities. iStock photo
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Anti-Slavery Australia
Anti-Slavery Australia (ASA) is the only
specialist legal research and policy centre
in Australia focused on the abolition of
slavery, human trafficking and extreme
labour exploitation.
The centre provides legal advice
and representation to people who
have experienced human trafficking,
slavery or slavery-like practices in
Australia, including advice about
immigration, citizenship, human rights,
employment law, family law, criminal
law and victims’ compensation.
ASA also advocates for changes to
laws and policies that will improve the
protection of the rights of people who
have been trafficked or enslaved.

Establishing a National Compensation
Scheme for Victims of Commonwealth Crime
A report released in November by
ASA and the Law Council of Australia
(LSA) made a compelling case for the
establishment of a national compensation
scheme for survivors of human trafficking,
slavery and slavery-like practices.
It argues that the statutory victims’
compensation schemes provided by
Australia’s states and territories are not
designed to provide recognition to victims
of human trafficking and slavery. The
report draws on the extensive research,
advocacy and experiences of ASA and
the LCA. Members of the Australian
Government National Roundtable on
Human Trafficking and Slavery were
consulted, along with a range of civil
society organisations and government
agencies.
Vice-Chancellor’s Awards
for Research Excellence
Director of Anti-Slavery Australia
Professor Jennifer Burn was awarded
the Deputy Vice-Chancellor’s
(Research) Medal for Research
Impact. This medal is awarded to an
individual researcher whose research
has achieved considerable impact
outside the academic community.

Jennifer Burn with DVC Glenn Wightwick.
Photo by Paul Santelmann

Jennifer received the award for
her research coupled with policy
engagement that has played a
significant role in legal, policy, and
human rights reform in Australia.
Domestic Workers in Nepal - In Search
of Dignity and Protection seminar
and photography exhibition
In partnership with Konica Minolta and
the UTS Library, ASA launched Out of
the Shadows: Portraiture of Domestic
Workers in Nepal in October. The
photography exhibition shed light on the
challenges faced by female domestic
workers in Nepal, including child labour,
forced marriages, limited access to
education and poverty.
Along with guest international speakers
from Nepal, UTS Senior Lecturer Dr
Laurie Berg provided an Australian
perspective on current labour and
migrant worker exploitation.
Laura McManus, Ethical Supply Chain
Consultant at Konica Minolta, introduced
the exhibition and spoke about how the
stories were collected, the relationships
she built with these Nepalese domestic
workers, and how their experiences of
courage and resilience were brought to
life through the exhibition.

Domestic Workers in Nepal exhibition. Photo by Jackson Mann
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UTS Library

improve independence and quality of life
for people with a disability. The social
business is a continuation from his PhD
project, which saw Nguyen develop a
thought-controlled smart wheelchair
(ranked third in 2016 in the Antill SMART
100, an Australia-wide innovations list).

UTS Library houses UTS ePRESS,
Open Publications of UTS Scholars
(OPUS) and the Aboriginal and Torres
Straight Islander Data Archive (ATSIDA).
UTS ePRESS is the open-access scholarly
publishing arm of UTS, producing highquality scholarly titles across a wide range
of academic disciplines, with particular
strengths in the humanities, arts and
social sciences. ePRESS is the leading
scholarly publisher of peer-reviewed
open-access journals in Australasia,
unlocking publicly-funded research
for the benefit of the global community
and to facilitate real world impact.
OPUS, the UTS institutional repository
that houses outputs and publications of
UTS-affiliated researchers, was revamped
in 2016 with the aim of increasing UTS
research having a 90 per cent open access
policy in the near future.
ATSIDA preserves Indigenous-related
data for secondary analysis and open
access under appropriate protocols and
repatriation of materials to the relevant
communities.
UTS Library also initiated and hosted
an Indigenous Cultural and Intellectual
Property rights and research issues
workshop in October, presented by
Indigenous lawyer Terri Janke.

Jordon Nguyen. Photo by Shane Rosario

CHANGEMAKER
Dr Jordan Nguyen
UTS Bachelor of Engineering, 2008
PhD in Biomedical Engineering, 2012
After a swimming accident nearly left
him paralysed, inventor, entrepreneur
and UTS alumnus Dr Jordan Nguyen
was inspired to change lives.
“That’s when I started to learn
about disability and how technology
can be used to help improve
independence,” he says.
Nguyen is on the cutting-edge of
robotic, virtual reality and biomedical
engineering. In 2016 he founded
Psykinetic with the aim of creating
futuristic assistive technology to
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In May 2016, Nguyen presented a
two-part documentary Becoming
Superhuman on ABC’s Catalyst, about
13-year-old Riley who was born with
cerebral palsy and speaks only with
the aid of a special computer. The
documentary followed the journey to
allow Riley the independence to turn
on electrical appliances using only
his eyes and technology, and to go a
step further to fulfil Riley’s ultimate
dream – of driving a car through
his new eye control interface.
The Psykinetic team have already
developed new versions of their eyecontrolled communication: specialised
music devices that allow people with a
disability to learn to play and compose
music using nothing more than their
eyes – and there are other projects still
to be signed off.
“Just think how much wiser we’d be if
we could find a way of hearing what
Stephen Hawking wants to say, three
times faster,” says Nguyen.
Adapted from Tower magazine

ADVOCACY AND
THOUGHT LEADERSHIP
At UTS we recognise the public purpose
role of universities and are working
across the institution to positively impact
the broader community. It is important
to acknowledge, however, that our ability
to contribute in this space is, to some
extent, affected by external influences.
Key areas of importance are government
policies and practices, international
frameworks and media representations
that work to support or hamper the
role of universities and their impact
in this public purpose space.
Supported by our institutional
culture and leadership, UTS works in
collaboration with external partners
to advocate for, and promote, the
public purpose role of universities.

> UTS were platinum sponsors of the
Australian Council of Social Service
(ACOSS) National Conference in
November. ACOSS are a national
advocate for action to reduce poverty
and inequality, and the peak body
for the community services sector in
Australia. The conference explored the
future of civil society and encouraged
debate on current social and economic
challenges. Speakers included
Federal Minister for Social Services
the Hon. Christian Porter, Leader of
the Opposition the Hon. Bill Shorten,
President of the Australian Human
Rights Commission Gillian Triggs and
UTS Executive Director Social Justice
Verity Firth.
> Community radio station 2SER’s
THINK: Sustainability program
launched in March 2016. The halfhour weekly program showcases
UTS transdisciplinary research
and initiatives taking place in the
sustainability space, along with
government, industry and community
collaborations. The program has
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established itself as a powerful medium
to engage the community in the
sustainability space, with over 100,000
listeners each week, 56,000 podcast
downloads over 38 episodes, and 5655
regular podcast subscribers.
> Our VC Attila Brungs, on behalf of
UTS, made a submission in response
to the Parliamentary Joint Committee
on Human Rights inquiry on whether
an amendment to Section 18C of the
Racial Discrimination Act imposes
unreasonable restrictions on freedom
of speech: “Respect for all persons and
the encouragement of, and support
for, rational and rigorous discussion
and debate in an open-minded and
generous spirit is pivotal to the
pursuit of knowledge. Such discourse
welcomes challenges based on
argument, evidence or reasoning of an
opinion, but should not condone attacks
upon the person or community because
of their race or ethnicity. UTS policies
and practices reflect this position.”

EQUITY RESOLUTIONS
The Equity and Diversity Unit (EDU)
acts as a confidential point of contact
for staff and students who may have
concerns about discrimination,
harassment and unfair treatment.
In accordance with UTS’s complainthandling policies, EDU staff assist
complainants and managers to resolve
matters at the lowest appropriate
level wherever possible, but, when
required, may be involved in investigating
more serious or complex cases.
The majority of 2016 matters were
resolved through the provision of
information or support to individuals
at a local level. EDU also managed a
number of complex matters involving
preliminary investigation work, with one

APPENDIX 1

student complaint formally investigated.
Overall, EDU handled 70 student
and staff matters; 62 of which were
new cases. While the number of staff
enquiries was slightly lower than the
previous year, student complaints had
increased to 50 complaints, making up
71 per cent of cases handled in 2016.
The single largest number of
enquiries and complaints in 2016
concerned disability issues (23),
particularly in relation to issues of
reasonable adjustment for students.
This was followed by concerns and
issues around pregnancy/family/
carer accommodation and parental
leave (total of 14, with several around
breastfeeding/espressing at work).

Complaints about race (includes colour,
national or ethnic/ethno-religious
background) and sexual harassment/
sex-based discrimination were the next
largest group (8 in each category), with
two matters relating to discrimination
on the basis of sexual/gender diversity
also reported. Nineteen matters involved
allegations of inappropriate or unfair
behaviour which fell outside the definitions
of unlawful harassment or discrimination.

STUDENT OUTCOMES: ACCESS, PARTICIPATION, SUCCESS AND ATTRITION

1.

All data in this report is correct as of 27 April 2017 — the run date of the BI reports. Indigenous BI report staff data is supplemented
by data drawn from the UTS Indigenous Australian Staff Support Network records as of December 2016.

2.

Additional supplementary information such as student headcounts and Equivalent Full Time Student Load (EFTSL) figures have
been provided to assist with accurate interpretation of the data. One reason for this is the removal of enrolment caps under the
Commonwealth Grants Scheme (CGS) in 2012 resulting in larger overall numbers of students at UTS (therefore percentages alone
may not be fully illustrative of trends).

COVERAGE

DEFINITIONS

Data provided in this Appendix relates
to domestic undergraduate students
unless otherwise specified.

The following terms and abbreviations
are used in the commentary:

Compacts definition of domestic
undergraduate student: All domestic
students with a permanent home address
in Australia enrolled in an undergraduate
course [including Honours, Diploma,
Advanced Diploma and other award
courses] in an institution. Each student
is counted only once even if they have a
combined degree. Source: Department of
Education, Employment and Workplace
Relations (2011). Performance Funding:
Technical Guidelines. Issued by Higher
Education Group, September 2011.

Access: The headcount of students
in their commencing year, expressed
as a percentage of the total number
of domestic undergraduate students.
Participation: The headcount of all
students enrolled, expressed as a
percentage of the total number of
domestic undergraduate students.
Success: The Equivalent Full Time
Student Load (EFTSL) passed by students
in a given year, calculated as
a proportion of all EFTSLs attempted.
Attrition: The headcount of students
who do not return to study after
being enrolled in the previous year,
expressed as a percentage of total
headcount in the previous year.
EFTSL: Equivalent Full Time Student Load
is a measure of the student load
of a student expressed as a
proportion of the student load of a
full-time student in a course.
Indigenous: Undergraduate and
postgraduate Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander students [self-identified].
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LSES: Students from low socioeconomic
status (LSES) backgrounds, based on
the Australian Bureau of Statistics’
Index of Education and Occupation (IEO)
calculated from the 2011 Census data.
Disability: Students with a
disability (self identified).
InpUTS: Students entering UTS through
the inpUTS Educational Access Scheme
and requiring the ATAR concession.
All UTS students: All UTS students
enrolled in bachelor programs
including high SES, medium SES,
low SES, disability, Indigenous
students and inpUTS students.
The growth rate is the percent
change from one period to another
and is calculated from the formula:
PR = (Vpresent - Vpast) x100
Vpast
Where:
PR = Percent Rate
VPresent = Present Value
VPast = Past Value

INDIGENOUS STUDENTS
Note: Headcounts are used for all charts related to Indigenous students. Due to the small numbers involved, fluctuations
in total student enrolments can be overly influential on the statistics for this group.

Chart 1
INDIGENOUS ACCESS: Percentage and headcount of all (undergraduate and postgraduate) Indigenous students in their
commencing year.

INDIGENOUS ACCESS GROWTH:

Indigenous Growth - Access

2.5 %
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2.5%
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Early, meaningful and continuous engagement
with Indigenous school students and Indigenous
communities; the availability of a range of alternative
entry pathways; and the provision of scholarship
support and subsidised housing ensure Indigenous
people from a range of academic backgrounds have
access to higher education.
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“Jumbunna feels like a great place I can send my child to in such a big city”
Parent of a Deadly Kids Doing Well award recipient

Indigenous Student Access at UTS
Domestic Undergraduate and Postgraduate Students 2010-2016
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140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

2010

2011

2012

Indigenous student access
(commencing students) by % and headcount
Indigenous student access
(undergraduate and postgraduate)

Total domestic student access
(undergraduate and postgraduate)

2013

2014

2015

2016

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

%

1.5%

0.9%

0.9%

1.2%

1.1%

1.5%

1.3%

Headcount

122

85

78

109

110

145

125

Total

8087

9266

9121

9381

9741

9860

9994

Note: This table does not include students who provided no information regarding their Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander identification. Data source: UTS Business
Intelligence Portal; Cube: utseqdis; Report: Access (Commencements) – equity groups, from 2005 v05 – Compact – incl Aus11. Accessed on 26 April 2017.
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Chart 2
INDIGENOUS PARTICIPATION: Percentage and headcount of all domestic undergraduate and postgraduate Indigenous
students enrolled in all years.

INDIGENOUS PARTICIPATION GROWTH:

Indigenous Growth - Participation
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Commitment to Indigenous recruitment and
outreach, together with UTS’s inclusive culture
and Jumbunna’s personal, cultural and academic
support services for enrolled students, have
contributed to the increase in Indigenous student
participation.
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“I know I would not be graduating now if it wasn’t for the work of Jumbunna”

Indigenous Student Participation at UTS
Domestic Undergraduate and Postgraduate Students 2010-2016
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Indigenous student participation
(commencing students) by % and headcount
Indigenous student participation
(undergraduate and postgraduate)

Total domestic student participation
(undergraduate and postgraduate)

2013

2014

2015

2016

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

%

1.2%

1.0%

1.0%

1.00%

0.9%

1.0%

1.0%

Headcount

292

259

253

273

250

287

302

24,637

25,694

26,346

27,351

28,033

28,985

30,047

Total

Note: This table does not include students who provided no information regarding their Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander identification. Data source: UTS
Business Intelligence Portal; Cube: utseqdis; Report: Participation – equity groups, from 2004 v04 – Compact. Accessed on 26 April 2017.
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Chart 3
INDIGENOUS ATTRITION: Percentage and headcount of domestic undergraduate and postgraduate Indigenous students
who did not return to study after being enrolled in the previous year. Ideally the figures will be low, and trends over time
should demonstrate decreasing levels of attrition.

DECLINE IN INDIGENOUS ATTRITION:

Indigenous - Attrition
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The increased commitment to Indigenous
student support services since 2010 has had
a direct impact in reducing attrition rates and
assisting students to continue their studies.
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“There were times in my first year when I didn’t feel like I could handle family
and study stress. But Jumbunna staff helped me put things in perspective
and encouraged me to remember the goals I’d set for myself”

Indigenous and Non-Indigenous Attrition Rates
Undergraduate and Postgraduate 2010-2016
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Indigenous
15
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Non-indigenous
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Indigenous student attrition
by % and headcount
%

2013

2014

2015

2016

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

21.7%

24.1%

15.8%

13.0%

20.8%

13.2%

16.1%

58

70

41

33

51

29

41

Indigenous attrition
(undergraduate and postgraduate)

Headcount

Non-Indigenous attrition
(undergraduate and postgraduate)

%

7.3%

6.7%

6.3%

6.4%

7.4%

7.4%

8.2%

Headcount

1787

1652

1613

1685

1985

2065

2364

Note: This table does not include students who provided no information regarding their Indigenous identification. Data
source: UTS Business Intelligence Portal; Cube: govt_eqattr. Accessed on 26 April 2017.
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Chart 4
INDIGENOUS SUCCESS: Percentage and Equivalent Full Time Student Load (EFTSL) passed by domestic undergraduate
and postgraduate Indigenous students.
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INDIGENOUS SUCCESS:
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To facilitate student success, Jumbunna
provides comprehensive, culturally appropriate
support and tutorial assistance to all Indigenous
students, from targeted transition assistance
in first year to group and one-on-one support
throughout students’ degrees.
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“I found the whole situation of learning to study again daunting. I’m grateful
for the opportunity to have a tutor. I have a firmer understanding of the
subjects I’m learning and because of the shared experience, knowledge
and guidance of my tutor, I now feel confident as a university student”
Indigenous and Non-Indigenous Success at UTS (% EFTSL Pass Rates)
Undergraduate and Postgraduate 2010-2016
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Indigenous and non-Indigenous success
by % and headcount
Indigenous success
(undergraduate and postgraduate)
Non-Indigenous success
(undergraduate and postgraduate)

%
EFTSL

2013

2014

2015

2016

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

66.8%

74.7%

80.9%

77.2%

74.8%

80.3%

82.6%

131

132

139

130

121

163

179

%

91.6%

91.7%

91.3%

90.9%

91.3%

92.0%

92.1%

EFTSL

14,987

15,800

16,125

16,677

17,358

18,241

19,623

Note: This table does not include students who provided no information regarding their Indigenous identification. Data source: UTS Business Intelligence Portal;
Cube: utseqsucc; Report: Success– equity groups, from 2004 v05 – Compact – incl Aus11. Accessed on 27 April 2017. Note: EFTSL rounded to nearest whole number.
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Chart 5
INDIGENOUS PARTICIPATION: Percentage and headcount of domestic Indigenous higher degree research (HDR)
students and domestic non-Indigenous HDR students.

Indigenous HDR Growth - Participation

INDIGENOUS HDR GROWTH:
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The impressive growth in Indigenous HDR
participation is driven by the UTS reputation for
leadership in Indigenous education, the visibility
of high-level Indigenous academic and research
staff across the university, and the extensive
scholarship support available to Indigenous
research students.
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“UTS is seen by many Indigenous people as a welcoming university. A university whose
academics, and the research of those academics, is well-known and is considered to
be ethical and committed to having genuine impact with Aboriginal communities”
Prof. Michael McDaniel, Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Indigenous Leadership and Engagement)

Indigenous HDR Participation at UTS
Domestic Higher Degree Research Students by headcount 2010-2016
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5

0
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Indigenous student participation
(higher degree research) % and headcount
Indigenous HDR participation
(undergraduate and postgraduate)
Non-Indigenous HDR participation
(undergraduate and postgraduate)

%
Headcount
%
Headcount

2013

2014

2015

2016

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

1.3%

0.9%

1.1%

1.4%

1.6%

1.7%

2.2%

10

7

9

13

15

16

22

98.7%

99.1%

98.9%

98.6%

98.4%

98.3%

97.8%

774

799

826

925

942

938

1004

Note: This table does not include students who provided no information regarding their Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander identification. Data source: UTS Business Intelligence Portal; Cube: utseqdis;
Report: Indigenous HDR participation (utseqdis). Accessed on 26 April 2017.
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Chart 6
ACCESS: Percentage and headcount of domestic undergraduate equity group students in their commencing year.

LSES GROWTH RATE:

LSES Growth - Access
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A combination of delivering high quality
outreach programs in disadvantaged high
schools in South West Sydney and a targeted
approach to equity-focused access schemes
results in UTS continuing to attract a wide
diversity of students.
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“After attending U@Uni Day, I am so determined to work harder
through my last year of high school to achieve the maximum ATAR
that would allow me to get into a course I’m passionate about”

Equity Group Student Access at UTS
Domestic Undergraduate Students 2010-2016
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inpUTS
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LSES
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Disability
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0

2010
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2012

Equity Group access % and headcount
inpUTS
Disability
LSES
Total domestic Undergraduate
students (commencing)

%

2013

2014

2015

2016

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

11.0%

12.7%

15.1%

12.5%

13.7%

13.4%

14.5%

Headcount

521

722

865

750

938

926

1067

%

3.0%

4.0%

4.0%

3.2%

3.8%

4.5%

3.4%

Headcount

142

225

231

191

260

309

250

10.9%

10.1%

10.9%

11.0%

12.2%

11.7%

11.9%

Headcount

%

515

573

627

658

831

803

876

Headcount

4732

5682

5728

6006

6825

6892

7353

Data source: UTS Business Intelligence Portal; Cube: utseqdis; Report: Access (Commencements) – equity groups, from 2005 v05 – Compact. Accessed on 27 April 2017.
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Chart 7
PARTICIPATION: Percentage and headcount of all domestic undergraduate equity group students enrolled in all year.

LSES GROWTH RATE:

LSES Growth - Participation
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A focus on creating an innovative, inclusive
and supportive campus culture has seen a
growth rate of 52% in the participation of LSES
students at UTS, increasing from 1826 students
in 2010 to 2776 in 2016.
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“Having more independence as a student is exciting. You are supported
with feedback to go further and explore your own ideas”

Equity Group Student Participation at UTS
Domestic Undergraduate Students 2010-2016
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Equity Group participation % and headcount

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

inpUTS
Disability
LSES
Total domestic undergraduate
student participation

%

13.0%

13.9%

15.4%

15.4%

16.0%

15.9%

16.3%

Headcount

2226

2480

2809

2955

3297

3470

3777

%

3.9%

4.1%

4.6%

4.3%

4.2%

4.6%

4.0%

Headcount

661

725

843

823

870

992

928

%

10.6%

10.6%

10.9%

10.9%

11.6%

11.8%

12.0%

Headcount

1826

1878

1998

2082

2390

2564

2776

Headcount

17,165

17,796

18,296

19,164

20,582

21,764

23,219

Data source: UTS Business Intelligence Portal; Cube: utseqdis; Report: Participation – equity groups, from 2004 v04 – Compact. Accessed on 27 April 2017.
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Chart 8
ATTRITION: Percentage and headcount of domestic undergraduate equity group students who did not return to study after being
enrolled in the previous year. Ideally the figures will be low, and trends over time should demonstrate decreasing levels of attrition.

LSES ATTRITION RATE:
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Responding to student need and providing
targeted support has resulted in the attrition
rate of UTS domestic undergraduate equity
group students being well below the 15%
average attrition rate for all Australian domestic
undergraduate students, and approximately a
quarter that of the Australian average (30%) for
similar equity student groups.
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“There was a point this session where I was really struggling to stay on top of
my work; I felt incredibly overwhelmed. My tutor broke down the content into
examinable skills and recommended a wealth of resources to practice them”

Equity Group Student Attrition at UTS
Domestic Undergraduate Students 2010-2016
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undergraduate students
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%

6.7%
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5.0%

5.8%

5.1%

5.5%

5.8%

Headcount

141

111

125
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%
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9.2%
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10.3%
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%

6.4%
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7.8%

Headcount
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%
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7.0%
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Headcount

1085

1041
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1074

1335

1440

1607

Data source: UTS Business Intelligence Portal; Cube: govt_eqattr; Report: Attrition – equity groups, from 2006 v 05 Compact. Accessed on 26 April 2017.
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Chart 9
SUCCESS: Percentage and Equivalent Full Time Student Load (EFTSL) passed by domestic undergraduate equity group students.
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LSES SUCCESS RATE:

The success of all domestic undergraduate
equity students continues to improve with
students entering through an equity access
scheme having a success rate higher than all
domestic undergraduate students at UTS.
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“HELPS is a wonderful service. I have seen a lot of improvement in my
work. Staff members are very helpful and they strive to make students
the best in their subjects. HELPS has certainly impacted me”

Equity Group Student Success at UTS
Domestic Undergraduate Students 2010-2016
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91.7%
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2231

2487

2599
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88.7%
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85.4%
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87.0%
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87.8%
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EFTSL

1273
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1460
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1809
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%

90.9%

91.2%

90.8%

90.3%

90.8%

91.6%

91.6%

EFTSL

12,586

13,114

13,324

13,822

14,838

15,695

17,103

Data source: UTS Business Intelligence Portal; Cube: utseqsucc; Report: Success – equity groups, from 2004 v05 – Compact
– incl Aus11. Accessed on 27 April 2017. Note: EFTSL rounded to nearest whole number.
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APPENDIX 2

STUDENT ENTRY PATHWAYS: ACCESS, PARTICIPATION, SUCCESS AND ATTRITION

DEFINITIONS

Students entering UTS through higher education (Higher
Education Pathway), vocational education and training
(VET Pathway), insearch (INSEARCH Pathway), and
secondary education (Secondary Education Pathway).

The following terms and abbreviations
are used in the commentary:
Higher Education Pathway: Refers to students who have
entered UTS on the basis of one prior year of university study.
VET Pathway: Refers to students admitted to UTS on
the basis of prior Vocational Education and Training
(VET) through a TAFE or private college.
INSEARCH Pathway: Refers to students gaining
entry on the basis of study at Insearch, a UTS specific
pathway provider offering academic English programs,
UTS Foundation Studies (on behalf of UTS).
Secondary Education Pathway: Refers to students admitted
to UTS on the basis of secondary studies, regardless of time
elapsed since Year 12. At UTS this group represents the
pathway option for the greatest proportion of students.
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Chart 10
ACCESS: Percentage and headcount of domestic undergraduate students entering UTS through various pathways in
their commencing year.

SECONDARY ACCESS:

59 %

Secondary school continues to be the predominant pathway to UTS while the Vocational
Education and Training (VET) pathway increased
until 2014 and has since declined.
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“The information given was very helpful and gave me a stronger understanding
of what the course entails and whether I am cut out for university life”
Pathways Access at UTS
Domestic Undergraduate Students 2010-2016
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%
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Total domestic undergraduate
students access
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2016

17.3%

18.5%

18.3%

19.4%

20.8%

18.4%

20.6%

820

1054

1046

1165

1421

1269

1515

10.3%

10.9%

11.0%

11.5%

11.5%

9.6%

7.6%

Headcount

486

620

630

689

786

662

562

%

3.0%

3.5%

4.5%

4.1%

3.1%

4.8%

5.0%

Headcount
Secondary education

2013

144

199

256

246
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331

370

%

59.1%

61.4%

61.6%

60.4%

58.2%

62.3%

58.7%

Headcount

2795

3490

3530

3626

3974

4293

4315

Headcount

4732

5682

5728

6006

6825

6892

7353

Data source: UTS Business Intelligence Portal; Cube: utseqdis; Government Domestic Headcount by Basis of Admission and Insearch, Commencing, Undergraduate only. Accessed on
26 April 2017. Note: The total of commencements and participation do not add to 100% given small numbers of students are admitted on the basis of other qualifications/arrangements
too small to meaningfully include in the charting (e.g. Special Tertiary Admissions Test, forced offers approved by faculty, offers to some courses with Scholarships).
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Chart 11
PARTICIPATION: Percentage and headcount of all domestic undergraduate students who entered UTS through various pathways.

SECONDARY PARTICIPATION:

62 %

Students from a traditional school pathway are
the largest participation group at UTS, with
those entering from a higher education pathway
experiencing the most significant growth.
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“Definitely attend (Transition Support)! It is a one-time opportunity to answer
all your questions starting at UTS with the help of current students, and
a chance to talk to people who are starting out just like you are”
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Data source: UTS Business Intelligence Portal; Cube: govt_eqattr; TLC Attrition Rate and Not Continuing From Prior Year by Basis of Admission and Insearch,
Undergraduate only. Accessed on 26 April 2017. Ideally the figures will be low, and trends over time should demonstrate decreasing levels of attrition.
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Chart 12
ATTRITION: Percentage and headcount of domestic undergraduate students who entered UTS through various pathways who did
not return to study after being enrolled in the previous year.
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Data source: UTS Business Intelligence Portal; Cube: govt_eqattr; TLC Attrition Rate and Not Continuing From Prior Year by Basis of Admission and Insearch,
Undergraduate only. Accessed on 26 April 2017. Ideally the figures will be low, and trends over time should demonstrate decreasing levels of attrition.
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Chart 13
SUCCESS: Percentage and Equivalent Full Time Student Load (EFTSL) passed by domestic undergraduate students who entered
UTS through various pathways.
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Data source: UTS Business Intelligence Portal; Cube: utseqsucc; EFTSL Passed and Pass Rate by Basis of Admission and Insearch Report, Undergraduate only.
Accessed on 26 April 2017. Note: EFTSL passed is used to measure success as opposed to headcount. EFTSL rounded to nearest whole number.
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APPENDIX 3

STAFF DIVERSITY AT UTS 2010-2016

Chart 14
STAFF DIVERSITY GROUP REPRESENTATION: Staff diversity at UTS as a percentage of total staff numbers as well as
headcount.
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Note. This equity data is based on voluntary EEO information reported by staff and shows both percentages [%] as well as a headcounts [No.]. In calculating percentages, staff who provide
no information on their diversity group are not included in the total number of UTS staff. Percentages for Disability and Language Background other than English are based on Data source:
UTS Business Intelligence Portal; Cube: Disability Academic & Support All UTS, Language Academic & Support All UTS; Accessed on 26 April 2017. Indigenous Participation is based on
Data source: UTS Business Intelligence Portal, Cube: utsstaff; Report: KPIUEE2: Indigenous Participation - % Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander staff; Accessed on 26 April 2017.

Indigenous Staff Participation at UTS 2013-2016
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Note: In calculating Indigenous staff percentages, staff who do not provide information regarding Indigeneity are not included in the total number of UTS staff.
Data source: UTS Business Intelligence Portal; Cube: utsstaff; Report: Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Academic and Support All UTS. Accessed on 26 April 2017.
As per UTS Academic and Support Staff Agreements, the Indigenous Australian Staff Support Network Membership is available to all
Indigenous Australian staff employed at UTS. This figure includes those staff who may not have self-identified in NEO.
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Chart 15
FEMALE STAFF REPRESENTATION: Number of women as a percentage of total staff numbers at UTS as well as headcount.
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Note. SSG refers to the Senior Staff Group [including senior specialists]. Data source: UTS Business Intelligence Portal; Cube: utsstaff; Report: Female
Academic & Support Staff All UTS; Accessed on 27 April 2017. Additional data obtained from HR system regarding female SSG representation.

Chart 16
ACADEMIC STAFF REPRESENTATION BY GENDER: Number of men and women as a percentage of total staff numbers at
UTS over seven years, distributed across the five Academic Levels [A through E].
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Data source: UTS Business Intelligence Portal; Cube: utsstaff; Report: Female Academic & Support Staff All UTS; Accessed on 27 April, 2017.
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